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PREFACE

In November 1989, RAND presented a series of hypotheses and results from ex-
ploratory research to a group of senior Naval logisticians at the Naval Postgraduate School,
Monterey, California, as the basis of a proposed project on Naval aviation logistics. The pro-
posed project was to consider how lessons learned in previous RAND logistics research might
apply to the Naval aviation logistics system, particularly the operation of the Naval aviation
depots (NADEPs), and to consider how the detrimental effects of uncertainty on mission ca-
pability, particularly in wartime, might be offset by management adaptations. One of the
most pressing problems discussed at the meeting was how to supply repair parts to the
NADEPs in a timely fashion. It was decided then that one part of the project would focus on
this materiel problem in an attempt to understand its dimensions and to arrive at possible
solutions.

This report documents part of that research effort, describing methods for allocating
investment funds among piece parts and repairable components and a method for making
short-run supply decisions related to repair parts. The methods given here lend themselves
to more general issues in resource allocation in repair operations, although these more gen-
eral issues are discussed only briefly. The methods were developed in support of work de-
scribed in MR-311-A/USN, Using Value to Manage Repair Parts, by Marygail K. Brauner,
James S. Hodges, and Daniel A. Relles, 1993, and MR-313-A/USN, An Approach to Under-
standing the Relative Value of Parts, by Marygail K. Brauner, James S. Hodges, and Daniel
A. Relles, forthcoming, and grew out of work documented in N-3473-AIUSN, Materiel
Problems at a Naval Aviation Depot: A Case Study of the TF-30 Engine, by Lionel A. Galway,
1992, and in other unpublished research. This work is part of a larger RAND project entitled
Enhancing the Logistics System: The Depot Perspective, sponsored jointly by the Navy
Secretariat, Naval Air Systems Command (AIR-43), Naval Supply System, and Aviation
Supply Office.

This report should be of interest to logisticians in all Services and in commercial re-
manufacturing.
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SUMMARY

The Armed Services use end-items, such as aircraft, that rely on expensive repairable
components. Because of this reliance, the Services operate networks of facilities for supply
and maintenance of end-items and repairable components. The Services must invest in the
elements of the supply and maintenance system, allocating funds among spare repairable
components, repair parts, repair capacity, second-destination transportation, and so on. At
any given time, the managers of these facilities must also make operating decisions-which
components to induct, which repair parts to order-that affect the performance of the main-
tenance and supply system and the cost of achieving that performance.

This report proposes a way to think about these investments and operating decisions,
focusing on spare repairable components and repair parts. We distinguish between a long-
run or investment problem and a short-run or operating problem. Our approach to both
problems begins by defining the value of each part or supply action, so that the costs of either
can be related to their effects, thereby permitting managers to select courses of action that
maximize value given the cost of the actions. This report focuses on specific long-run and
short-run problems and on the context of Service maintenance depots, but we suggest how
our approach and methods can be adapted for other uses.

THE LONG-RUN (INVESTMENT) PROBLEM
The long-run or investment problem discussed here is the following.

How should a depot make investments in repair parts-that is, how should it set
authorized stock levels for repairable and consumable repair parts-to minimize the
expected value of the repair pipeline for a given level of investment?

For this problem, we attribute value to units of authorized stock in terms of the effect they
have on the value of the repair pipeline: efficient choices yield the lowest-value repair
pipeline for a given investment in stock. Our method presumes that the depot is financially
at arm's length with its suppliers. It takes as inputs

* Weapon-replaceable assembly (WRA) and shop-replaceable assembly (SRA) char-
acteristics: depot repair induction rates, unit prices, and bills-of-material; and

* Piece part characteristics: replacement factors, 1 unit prices, and order-and-ship
times (OSTs)

and computes expected awaiting-parts (AWP) times for given authorized stock levels. Once
expected AWP times are available, the value of the AWP contribution to the repair pipeline is
easily computed. The value of an addition to authorized stock is the amount that it decreases
the value of the AWP contribution to the repair pipeline. In this method, authorized stock is
viewed as an investment, a one-time buy replenished continually, that yields a return in the
form of shorter AWP times and a less costly repair pipeline.

The long-run method can be applied in any kind of remanufacturing plant. Also, the
method can be used as part of larger-scale considerations. such as trade-offs between differ-
ent parts of the depot repair pipeline, including OSTs of repair parts, or in smaller-scale con-
siderations, such as comparing different reliability or maintainability investments. Although

1Defined for each repair part, this is the chance that this part will be needed for each repair job.
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this report concentrates on setting stock levels, it is likely that the greatest payoffs would
come from investments in reducing OST.

THE SHORT-RUN (OPERATING) PROBLEM
We presume that in any given time period, a depot is willing to spend some budget on

extraordinary actions to alleviate short-run supply problems. The short-run or operating
problem, then, is the following

Given a repair schedule over a (short) time horizon, with given parts on the shelf and a
given schedule of repair parts due in from suppliers, what actions should be taken to
alter the schedule of due-ins to achieve the greatest aircraft availability for a given
expenditure?

For this problem, we attribute value to supply actions-e.g., speedup of delivery of due-in
items--in terms of the effect that they have on the availability of aircraft at the end of a spe-
cific time horizon. The depot selectively pays more for better supply service, targeting the
expenditures to specific items that will yield the largest improvement in aircraft availability.
The method takes as inputs

" WRA characteristics: bills-of-material, a schedule of WRA inductions, and the
amount each unit of each WRA contributes to aircraft availability at the end of
the repair horizon; and

* SRA and piece part characteristics: replacement factors, OSTs, the number of
units on the shelf at the depot, and the due-in schedule

and computes the expected shortfall in WRA contributions to aircraft availability resulting
from parts supply shortages. The value of a supply action is the amount that it reduces this
shortfall. We presume that the short-run method would be used in conjunction with a depot
induction scheduler that maximizes aircraft availability.

For both long-run and short-run problems, we give the definition of value relevant to
that problem, an algorithm to maximize value for a given cost, and methods for computing
value. We derive the methods in detail in Appendix A. Appendix B lists the assumptions of
both methods and discusses what we know about their consequences.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. BACKGROUND
The Armed Services use end-items, such as aircraft, that rely on expensive repairable

components. Because of this reliance, the Services operate networks of facilities for supply
and maintenance of end-items and repairable components. The Services must invest in the
elements of the supply and maintenance system, allocating funds among spare repairable
components, repair parts, repair capacity, second-destination transportation, and so on. At
any given time, the managers of these facilities must also make operating decisions--which
components to induct, which repair parts to order-that affect the performance of the
maintenance and supply system and the cost of aehieving that performance. To make
analytical progress on these problems, it is necessary to specify measures of merit, to
measure the effects of possible investments or operating actions, and thereby to develop
reasonably efficient investment and operating policies.

1.2. OBJECTIVES
This report proposc. a way to proceed, focusing on spare repairable components and

repair parts. We distinguish between a long-run or investment problem and a short-run or
operating problem. The basis of our approach to both problems is to define the value of each
part or each supply action, so that costs of either can be related to their effects and managers
can select courses of action that give good value for their cost. This report focuses on specific
long-run and short-run problems in the context of Service maintenance depots, but we
suggest how our approach can be adapted for other uses.

1.2.1. The Long-Run (Investment) Problem
For repair parts management in Service maintenance depots, the long-run or

investment problem discussed here is the following:

How should the depot make investments in repair parts-that is, how should it set
authorized stock levels for repairable and consumable repair parts--to minimize the
expected value of the repair pipeline for a given level of investment?

For this problem, we attribute value to units of authorized stock in terms of their effect
on the value of the repair pipeline: Efficient choices yield the lowest-cost repair pipeline for a
given investment in authorized stock. The method to be described in Sections 2 and 4 takes
as inputs:

" Weapon-replaceable assembly (WRA) and shop-replaceable assembly (SRA)
characteristics: depot repair induction rates, unit prices, and bills-of-material;
and

* Piece part characteristics: replacement factors1 (RFs), unit prices, and order-
and-ship times (OSTs)

IDefined for each repair part, this is the chance that this part will be needed for each repair job.
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and computes expected awaiting-parts (AWP) times for given authorized stock levels. Once
expected AWP times are available, the value of the AWP contribution to the repair pipeline is
easily computed. The value of an addition to authorized stock is the amount that it decreases
the value of the AWP contribution to the repair pipeline.

This long-run problem can be part of a larger supply and maintenance system trade-
off: When the value of repair parts is defined in terms of repair pipeline value, investments
in repair parts can be compared with other investments that reduce the value of the repair
pipeline. A given amount of investment produces so much reduction of pipeline value if
invested in repair parts, so much reduction if invested in second-destination transportation,
and so on. An efficient investment yields the lowest-cost repair pipeline.

This definition of the value of parts can be used in other ways as well. For example,
suppose the F-14's radar antenna is a problem. Which repair parts contribute most to the
antenna's problem, and how can they be made less problematic? Our long-run method can be
used to compute the value of each repair part on the antenna. Sorting the parts in
decreasing order of value is equivalent to sorting them in decreasing order of contribution to
the antenna's problem. Suppose a circuit card is the ,art with the highest value. If its OST
is reduced, its value decreases by some amount; if the card is modified so that it breaks less
frequently, its value decreases by a different amount. The relative payoffs of these or other
fixes for the circuit card can be assessed by comparing their costs and the changes in value
they induce.

Alternatively, this method can be used to plan capacity for warehousing and parts-
handling, by sizing appropriate authorized stock and in-flows of requisitions.

Value of parts has other uses, but this suggests the possibilities. In the rest of this
report, we will use value to stock parts.

Although we will focus on Service maintenance depots, the long-run method may be
useful in a variety of remanufacturing plants, e.g., plants in which most major
subcomponents are manufactured or remanufactured internally, or plants in which few
major subcomponents are manufactured or remanufactured internally.

1.2.2. The Short-Run (Operating) Problem
We presume that in any given time period, a depot is willing to spend some budget on

extraordinary actions to alleviate short-run supply problems. The short-run or operating
problem, then, is the following:

Given a repair schedule over a (short) time horizon, with given parts on the shelf and a
given schedule of repair parts due in from suppliers, what actions should be taken to
alter the schedule of due-ins to achieve the greatest aircraft availability for a given
expenditure?

For this problem, we attribute value to supply actions-e.g., speedup of delivery of
due-in items-in terms of the effect they have on the availability of aircraft at the end of a
specific time horizon. The method to be discussed in Sections 3 and 5 takes as inputs:

* WRA characteristics: bills-of-material, a schedule of WRA inductions, and the
amount each unit of each WRA contributes to aircraft availability at the end of
the repair horizon; and

* SRA and piece part characteristics: RFs, OSTs, the number of units on the shelf
at the depot, and the due-in schedule
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and computes the expected shortfall in WRA contributions to aircraft availability resulting
from parts supply shortages. The value of a supply action is the amount that it reduces this
shortfall. As with the long-run problem, this short-run or operating problem can be posed in
many different kinds of remanufacturing operations.

1.2.3. Relationship of the Long-Run and Short-Run Methods
The long-run and short-run methods discussed in later sections are not formally

related: the long-run method does not take into account the kinds of adaptations that the
short-run method would help to select. If the models underlying the methods were exact
replicas of the actual repair and maintenance world, it is probably true that the long-run
method would minimize the need for the expediting actions that the short-run method
considers.

1.2.4. Attitude Toward Assumptions and Approximations
We have developed some theory and some methods based on the theory. We believe

our methods should be judged by their payoff in application, not by the apparent realism of
the theory, although failures of fidelity may suggest potential sources of inefficiency.
Accordingly, in developing these methods we have been prejudiced toward simplicity in
derivation and computation. We have paper-tested our long-run method extensively and find
no systematic inefficiencies. However, these paper tests cannot address some important
assumptions, and our methods' utility must be determined in field tests.

This document is intended to be self-contained, so all of the formulas given are derived
in Appendix A. Many of the subsidiary results use specifications familiar from queuing
theory and other areas of applied probability. We will give references to relevant work, but
the exposition stands on its own.

1.3. ORGANIZATION OF THIS DOCUMENT
This report has three parts. The first part, in Sections 2 and 3, is intended for a broad

logistics readership. It concentrates on aspects of the long-run and short-run methods of
particular interest to executives, specifically on the analytical setup, cost issues, and the
general idea of how the methods are computed. The second part, in Sections 4 and 5, is
somewhat more technical. It describes the methods in a way suitable for someone who needs
to implement them (e.g., someone writing computer code). The third part, the Appendices, is
much more technical and is intended for readers who need to understand the methods in
detail, e.g., to extend them or to apply them to other logistics problems. Appendix A derives
the formulas in Sections 4 and 5. Appendix B gives the assumptions underlying the methods
and discusses their consequences.
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2. THE LONG-RUN (INVESTMENT) PROBLEM

The basis of our approach to the long-run problem is attributing a value to each unit of
each repair part. What is an investment in the next unit of a repair part worth? Repair
parts are often valued by their unit price. But unit price does not measure a part's worth: a
buggy-whip has no value to the Navy, whatever it costs. We define the value of a unit of a
part in terms of the benefit the Navy derives from it, where "benefit" is measured in days
that end-items do not wait because of that part. (We will be more specific below.) Once value
is expressed in days of end-item AWP time, it can be turned into familiar measures like
"dollar value of the repair pipeline," appropriate for thinking about return on investments in
parts.

Section 2.1 defines value, and Section 2.2 shows how to use value to efficiently Ktock
parts at depots. Section 2.3 discusses how we compute value.

2.1. DEFINING THE VALUE OF PARTS
Before we can define the value of parts, we need to describe the stylized view of the

depot that underlies it.
Consider a WRA, say, the radar antenna, repaired by a particular depot. The process

for fixing antennas is represented in Figure 1. Units of the antenna are inducted onto an
antenna repair line. Repairing them involves removing not-ready-for-issue (NRFI)
repairable subcomponents, SRAs, and replacing them with ready-for-issue (RFI) SRAs, and
removing and discarding NRFI piece parts and replacing them with RFI piece parts. Some
types of SRAs are repaired at this depot. RFI units of those SRAs are obtained by inducting

RMSOD44-..O3

Antenna repair line

NRFI RFI iee pArSRAs SRAs PeeprsS~

SRA repairs

Figure 1-Schematic of Depot Repair
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NRFI units onto an SRA repair line and repairing them, using piece parts and other SRAs.
(Depots do not always have distinct WRA and SRA repair lines, but it is a convenient mental
image.) Piece parts are either on hand at the depot or are obtained by placing requisitions to
the supply system, which includes Naval Supply Centers (NSCs), supply depots of other ser-
vices, Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) depots, commercial vendors, and local manufacture.

Repair parts flow out of depot stores onto antennas, and flow into depot stores in re-
sponse to requisitions. The purpose of an inventory of parts--of authorized stock-is to put a
buffer between the outflow onto antennas and the inflow from the supply system, so that re-
pair jobs are inconvenienced as little as possible by requisition servicing or by repair of SRAs.

If the buffer of authorized stock is made larger or more efficient, then the AWP time of
WRAs will be smaller, so fewer WRAs will be in the repair pipeline at any given time. In
other words, putting more or "smarter" parts into authorized stock takes boxes out of the re-
pair pipeline. To see how this happens, consider Figures 2 and 3, depicting a notional WRA
that uses a single repair part. Figure 2 shows the situation when authorized stock of that
part is zero. Each time the WRA needs a unit of the repair part, it waits an OST for it. In
the figure, OST is 40 days and the repair part is needed by some unit of the WRA every 30
days. One unit of the WRA is in AWP status two-thirds of the time and two units are in
AWP status one-third of the time, so the average number of units in AWP status is 4/3.
Figure 3 depicts the situation when the authorized stock of the repair part is one unit. The
first WRA is serviced immediately, and a part is ordered to replenish the authorized stock.
Although OST is still 40 days and a unit of the WRA needs the repair part every 30 days,
each WRA (except the first) waits only 10 days instead of 40. For 20 days out of every 30 no

RANDOS44.2-073

WRA 3

I SRA 3

WRA 2

SRA 2

WRA 1

SRA 1

III II

0 30 60 90 120

Number of days

Figure 2-When Authorized Stock of the Repair Part Is Zero, Each WRA Waits an
OST Each Time It Needs One
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Part 3

WRA3

Part 2

Part I 'R 2t

WRA 1TT
I I --J
0 30 60 90 120

Number of days

Figure 3-When Authorized Stock of the Repair Part Is One, WRAs Wait a Shorter Interval
Each Time They Need One, and Fewer WRAs Are in the Repair Pipeline

units of the WRA are in AWP status, so the average number of units of the WRA in AWP sta-
tus is 1/3. Stocking one unit of the repair part removes a unit of the WRA from the repair
pipeline.'

We can now define value. A given set of stock levels yields particular expected AWP

times for each WRA and a corresponding value for the repair pipeline. Add a unit of some
repair part to authorized stock; the expected AWP time for the affectcd WRA will decrease,
with a corresponding decrease in the value of the repair pipeline. The decrease in the value
of the repair pipeline is the value of the unit added to authorized stock.

The foregoing discussion can be expressed mathematically. The standard formula for
the value of the repair pipeline for the radar antenna is

{unit price of the antenna) x (# of antennas in the repair pipeline)

= (unit price of the antenna x

{antenna inductions per day) x !iays of turnaround time for the antenna.

To see this last equality, suppose an NRFI antenna is inducted each day and that two days
elapse between induction of an antenna and completion of repairs. (Suppose also that two
antennas can be repaired at a time.) When the depot opens its antenna repair line, it has
zero antennas in work. On the first day an NRFI antenna is inducted into repair, so the de-
pot has one antenna in work, and after the second day, it has two antennas in work. At the
beginning of the third day, an RFI antenna leaves repair, but an NRFI antenna is inducted,
and from then on, the depot always has two antennas in work. That is, its repair pipeline is

lAlthough 40 days may seem long, for many combinations of inventory control points (ICPs) and weapon
systems (special material identification codes or SMICs, actually), the average customer wait time at depots is 40
days or greater. Reducing average OST may be a higher-payoff strategy than stocking a unit of an item.
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two antennas, which is the product of the rate of antenna inductions (one per day) and the
time each antenna spends in work (two days).

We assume that {days of turnaround time for the antenna = {days of AWP time for the
antenna + (other components of turnaround time for the antenna, and that stocks of parts
affect only the AWP component of turnaround time. Among other things, this means that
the processing time for an antenna is not affected by the list of parts that are needed to re-
pair it, nor by their availability. Thus, stocks of parts affect only the contribution of AWP
time to the value of the antenna repair pipeline, which is:

{unit price of the antenna x Jantenna inductions per day)
x {days of AWP time for the antenna).

If this argument is applied to all WRAs, then stocks of parts affect only the contribution of
AWP time to the value of the depot repair pipeline, which is the last expression summed
across all WRAs. We actually compute the expected contribution of AWP time to the repair
pipeline:

Sum ( (unit price of the WRA) x Elinductions of that WRA per day)
x Efdays of AWP time for that WRA) ),

where "E(X)" means "the mathematical expectation of X" and the sum is across all WRAs.
In these terms, the value of a repair part is defined as follows. For given part and an-

tenna characteristics (to be discussed below) and given authorized stock levels, the value of
the next unit of a part used to fix the antenna is the reduction in the value of the antenna's
repair pipeline from adding that unit to authorized stock:

(unit price of the antenna x Elantenna inductions per day
x A E(days of AWP time for the antennal,

where A Eldays of AWP time for the antenna) is the change in the antenna's expected AWP
time caused by the addition to authorized stock.

The value of the next unit of a part depends on the authorized levels of the other re-
pair parts. Adding a unit of, say, a circuit card will cause different reductions in average
AWP time, depending on the authorized stock levels of all repair parts, including the circuit
card itself. We discuss this more explicitly in Section 2.3, below.

The notion of value discussed here implicitly assumes that the probability distribution
describing part demands does not change over a long time period. In reality, the values of
parts are not static: they change over time as induction rates of WRAs change, as OSTs
change, and so on. Thus, the efficiency of a set of authorized stock levels also changes over
time, so that an inventory that is efficient now will not be efficient in five years. This need
not reflect badly on the people who buy the inventory. On the contrary, a program to im-
prove reliability and maintainability will reduce the values of parts that are made less prob-
lematic. Depots must periodically reevaluate their authorized stock and consider changing
it. This reevaluation is an important and complicated task that we do not have space to dis-
cuss here.
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2.2. STOCKING PARTS TO MAXIMIZE VALUE FOR A GIVEN INVESTMENT
Given this definition of the value of the next unit of a part, it is simple to specify an al-

gorithm to stock parts efficiently for a given investment.

Step 1. Begin with zero authorized stock for all parts.
Step 2. For each part, compute the value of the next unit of the part (we discuss

how to do this in Section 2.3) and divide its value by its unit price to ob-
tain the rate of return from stocking that unit.

Step 3. Select the part with the highest rate of return, and stock a unit of it.
Step 4. Is the total cost of authorized stock less than the total investment to be

made? If so, return to step 2; if not, stop.

Steps 2 and 3 refer to evaluating and stocking the next unit of each item. It is not necessary
to work with single units: Any increment to stock can be evaluated. For cheap items, such
as washers, or for items with units per application (UPA) greater than one, it would usually
make sense to work with increments greater than one unit. Step 4 discusses stopping the al-
gorithm when a budget constraint is reached, but other criteria could be used to stop the al-
gorithm. For example, stocking could continue until the average AWP time is acceptable or
until the return reaches some predetermined value, such as a 2:1 return.

The stockage problem we have posed is an instance of the classic knapsack problem.
Our algorithm is a heuristic solution, a so-called "greedy" algorithm, which has been exten-
sively studied. This greedy algorithm does not, in general, maximize the objective function
subject to the constraints, but it is known to produce good solutions as long as the costs of the
individual increments to stock are not large relative to the budget constraint. This optimiza-
tion problem could be formulated as an infinite-stage dynamic program with an average re-
ward criterion. 2 For simplicity, we did not use this formulation.

What is the relevant measure of cost? Step 3 of the algorithm uses the unit price
of each repair part as the measure of cost. To see that this is the relevant measure, consider
the following. We presume that the depot is at financial arm's length with its suppliers. In
other words, it must buy every part it uses, including carcasses of SRAs. If the depot had au-
thorized stock levels of zero for all parts, it would need to buy from the supply system every
part required for every repair job. If, instead, the depot has some authorized stock, it still
must make the same sequence of buys from the supply system to replenish its authorized
stock. The only difference is that the depot made a one-time purchase of parts up to autho-
rized stock levels, so the repair lines receive parts more quickly. The purchase up to autho-
rized stock levels is an outlay made in addition to the cost of parts needed for jobs, which
would be incurred whatever the authorized stock levels were. The cost of authorized stock is
determined by the depth of stockage and by unit prices; the return for buying that inventory
is reduced AWP time. An efficient inventory is the set of authorized stock levels that makes
AWP time (actually, the value of the repair pipeline) shortest (smallest) for a given invest-
ment.

Implicit in this notion of authorized stock is that it will be replenished until the parts
are removed from the inventory, so the authorized stock all becomes obsolete. In reality, it
will have some value as excess, so our measure of cost errs on the high side. However, if the
scrap value of authorized stock is placed at some percentage of unit price, with the same per-

2See, for example, S.M. Ross, Introduction to Stochastic Dynamic Programming, New York: Academic Press,

1983, Chapter V.
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centage for all items, our measure of cost produces the right ranking of additions to autho-
rized stock. By a similar argument, we do not explicitly account for holding costs.

Our notion of costs is most sensible for weapon systems that are just being moved to
organic depot repair, when the outlay for repair parts trades off directly for an outlay on

WRAs to fill the repair pipeline. Our notion of costs and payoff cannot be taken literally for
mature systems, because shortening the depot repair pipeline for such systems means that
more RFI WRAs are available, not that fewer WRAs are procured to fill the repair pipeline.
Computing actual savings for mature systems would be complicated and is beyond the scope
of this report.

2.3. COMPUTING THE VALUE OF PARTS
So far we have defined value and an algorithm for stocking to maximize value without

giving any details about how to compute value. This subsection discusses how we have im-
plemented the value measure, becoming more technical as it proceeds.

Some specific assumptions needed to compute value. The ideas underlying the
computation of value are illustrated by the hypothetical example in Figures 4-6. Figure 4
shows how requisitions are serviced if the depot has no authorized stock. Demands for a
part, say, a circuit card for the radar antenna, occur on day 0 and on every third day after-
ward. If authorized stock is zero, then each time a demand for the card occurs, a unit is req-
uisitioned from the supply system and arrives an OST later, which in Figures 4-6 is 7 days.
The double line represents the amount of time each demand waits: 7 days.

AAND8544-4 0793

Time (in days) 0 3 6 9 12 15I I I I I

Demand number 1 2 3 4 5 6

Units on-shelf 0 0 0 0 0 0 0"T
Orde OST I

Order Fill

R n tOSTiOrder Fill

Replenishment requisitions __OSTOrder Fl

Order OST Fill

Order OST

Figure 4-How Requisitions Are Serviced with No Authorized Stock
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Figure 5 shows how requisitions are serviced if the depot is authorized to have one
unit of stock of the card. At day 0, the depot has one unit on the shelf, which is used to fill
the demand that occurs on day 0. A requisition is placed to replenish authorized stock; it is
filled an OST later, on day 7. In the meantime, the second demand for the card occurs on day
3. This second demand is filled by the card that was ordered on day 0. After the second de-
mand, a requisition is placed to replenish authorized stock; it is filled an OST later, on day
10. In the meantime, the third demand for the card occurs on day 6; and so on. As in Figure
4, the double line represents the amount of time each demand waits: with one unit of autho-
rized stock, the wait is 4 days instead of 7.

Figure 6 shows how requisitions are serviced if the depot is authorized to have two
units of stock of the card. At time 0, the depot has two units on the shelf. One of these units
is used to fill the demand that occurs on day 0. A requisition is placed to replenish
authorized stock; it is filled an OST later, on day 7. In the meantime, the second demand for
the card occurs on day 3 and is filled by the second unit that was on the shelf at time 0.
Another requisition is placed to replenish authorized stock; it is filled an OST later, on day
10. In the meantime, the third demand for the card occurs on day 6 and is filled by the unit
that was ordered on day 0, so the third demand is kept waiting for a day. And so on. With
two units of authorized stock, each demand waits I day.

This example indicates the assumptions needed to compute the value of parts. We
need to describe when, in the course of an antenna repair job, the need for the circuit card
becomes known, and when in the repair the card is needed. These two things are needed to
define AWP time. In the example shown in Figures 4-6, we finessed these data require-
ments by representing the occurrence of demands for the circuit card. To use our method, we

RAND aS44-5-O793

Time (in days) 0 3 6 9 12 15SI I I I I

Demand number 1 2 3 4 5 6

Units on-shelf 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

Orde OST iOrder Fill

Order OTFill

Replenishment requisitions i OST
Order Fill

Order OST Fill

Order OST

Figure 5-How Requisitions Are Serviced with One Unit of Authorized Stock
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Time (in days) 0 3 6 9 12 15
1I I --1

Demand number 1 2 3 4 5 6

Units on-shelf 2 1 0 0 0 0 0

I OSTI
Order Fill

Order OST Fin

Replenishment requisitions i I
Order OST

Order OST

Order OST

Figure 6--How Requisitions Are Serviced with Two Units of Authorized Stock

need to describe WRA inductions and how part demands arise from WRA inductions. We
also need to know how depots replenish authorized stock. In Figures 4-6, each demand for
the card triggered a replenishment requisition. Finally, we need to describe OST. We have
used particular assumptions in each of these areas, which we discuss in the paragraphs that
follow.

When part requirements for a job become known, and when in the repair
those parts are needed. Computing AWP time requires assumptions about the timing of
repair part demands during repair jobs. We assume that as soon as a WRA is inducted, the
parts needed to repair it are known, and that they are needed immediately. These two as-
sumptions mean that the clock measuring AWP time starts as soon as a WRA is inducted
and runs until the last repair part arrives.

Neither of these assumptions is an accurate description of actual repairs, and they
yield a definition of AWP time that is not consistent with Navy terminology. They will be
least accurate for end-items for which processing is complicated and parts are not needed
until late in the process, e.g., engine rework. Neither of our assumptions is necessary to
compute value, but they greatly simplify the computation and substantially reduce its data
requirements. In particular, unless the sequence and timing of actions within a job are un-
derstood and measured well, we believe it is pointless to try to replace our assumptions with
assumptions having more face validity.

How depots replenish authorized stock. We assume that a replenishment requi-
sition for part i is placed after every th demand for part i. This is often called (S - s, S)3 or-
dering, where S is the authorized stock level. If S = 0-the part has no authorized stock-
then s is set to 1 and an order is placed after each demand. As Figures 4-6 suggest, given

3 See, for example, S.M. Rose, Stochastic Processes, New York: Wiley, 1983, p. 69.
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the high OSTs currently experienced by the Navy, a depot usually will not have the autho-
rized stock of a part on the shelf, particularly for high-demand items. Instead, units are de-
manded for repair jobs and replacement units are ordered; if demands occur in an orderly
fashion, the bulk of authorized stock will be in the due-in pipeline. Thus, the buffer of autho-
rized stock serves two functions. Stock on the shelf is insurance against demands for slow-
moving items and against surges in demand for faster-moving items. Stock in the due-in
pipeline has, in effect, been proactively ordered. If OSTs were radically shortened, most of
the authorized stock would be on the shelf at any time.

Induction of WRA jobs and OST. In Section 4, we discuss different sets of assump-
tions about induction of WRA jobs and OST. Here is one set of assumptions (called the "U"
assumptions in Section 4):4

* Induction of units of WRA k is a homogeneous Poisson process with rate Xk.

* OST of part j ordered from the supply system follows a negative exponential dis-
tribution with mean 1/.

The other sets of assumptions incorporate less uncertainty about the timing of WRA induc-
tions and OST. We make several other assumptions, which we discuss at the end of this
section.

Computing the value of a unit of an item. Consider the circuit card going on the
radar antenna. Suppose we want to assess the value of the next unit of that circuit card. For
given

* Part characteristics: RFs, OSTs, unit prices, and (for SRAs) bills-of-materials
* Antenna characteristics: bill-of-materials, unit price, and daily induction rate
* Authorized stock levels for all parts,5

the value of the next unit of the circuit card is computed by the following steps.

1. For each SRA that is repaired locally, compute the expected AWP time for that
SRA when it is repaired. This is done by:

- For each part going on the SRA, computing the expected time the SRA waits
for that part if it needs one (using formulas discussed below). This expected
waiting time depends on the number of units of that part in authorized stock.

- Plugging these and the RFs of the parts into the "tall-pole formula," which we
discuss below.

2. Compute the expected AWP for the antenna. This is done by:

- For each piece part going directly on the antenna and each SRA not repaired
locally, computing the expected wait for that part if the antenna needs one
(using formulas discussed below). This expected waiting time for each part
depends on the number of units of that part in authorized stock.

- For each SRA repaired locally, computing the expected wait for that SRA if
the antenna needs one, using the expected AWP time computed in step 1 and

4 For these assumptions, and assuming that in each WRA or SRA job, each part is demanded independently
with constant probability, each part defines an M/M/n/o4FIFO (First In, First Out) queue. See, for example, D.
Gross and C.M. Harris, Fundamentals of Queueing Theory, Wiley: New York, 1974.

5 Availability of some of these data may be problematic; the data sources we used in applying these methods
for the Navy are discussed in MR-313-AI/USN, An Approach to Understanding the Relative Value of Parts, by
Marygail K. Brauner, James S. Hodges, and Daniel A. Relies.
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formulas discussed below. This expected waiting time depends on the num-
ber of units of that SRA in authorized stock.

- Plugging these and the RFs of the parts that go on the WRA into the tall-pole
formula.

3. Increment the circuit card's authorized stock by cne unit, repeat the first two
steps, and compute the change in the antenna's expected AWP time due to the
extra card.

4. Compute the value of the next unit of the circuit card by multiplying the change
in expected AWP time, obtained in Step 3, by the antenna's daily demand rate
and unit price.

The computation just described assumes that only piece parts are used to repair SRAs. This
is not true in general, and our method can be extended in an obvious way to more levels of
indenture. However, as discussed in Appendix B, extending the computation to more levels
of indenture may not be advisable.

The description just given assumes that we have two things: the "tall-pole formula"
for computing expected AWP time given RFs and expected waits for individual parts, and a
formula for the expected wait for a part if that part is needed. These are discussed in detail
in Section 4 and Appendix A. The remainder of this section describes the tall-pole formula
and gives some intuition for the expected wait for a part if it is needed and for how character-
istics of parts and WRAs determine the value of parts.

The tall-pole formula. We use the tall-pole formula repeatedly in computing value.
To understand it, consider a hypothetical WRA with four piece parts, described by Table 1.

Table 1

Part Characteristics for a
Hypothetical WRA

Wait If
NIINa RF Needed
0001 0.05 40
0002 0.10 35
0003 0.50 25
0004 0.01 10

aNational item identification number.

For each of the four parts, we have the RF and the amount of time that the artisan will wait
for the part if it is needed. For now, assume that these waiting times are deterministic. If
the repair job requires NIN 0001, then no matter what other parts are demanded, the job
will wait 40 days for NIN 0001: it will be the "tall pole in the tent." If the repair job does
not require NIN 0001 but it does require NIN 0002, then regardless of whether NIINs 0003
and 0004 are demanded, NIN 0002 is the tall pole in the tent and the job waits 35 days. If
neither NIIN 0001 nor NIIN 0002 is required, but NIIN 0003 is, then it is the tall pole and
the job waits 25 days. If only NIIN 0004 is demanded, the job waits 10 days. Therefore, the
matitematical expectation of the time the job waits for parts is
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E(wait) = Sum( (Wait if part i is the tall pole)
x Probability(part i is the tall pole) )

= 40 x Pr(Need NIIN 0001)
+ 35 x Pr(Need NIN 0002, don't need 0001)
+ 25 x Pr(Need NIN 0003, don't need 0001 or 0002)
+ 10 x Pr(Need NIN 0004, don't need 0001, 0002, or 0003)
+ 0 x Pr(don't need any parts)

= 40 x 0.05 + 35 x 0.10 x 0.95 + 25 x.50 x.95 x.90
+ 10 x .01 x .95 x .90 x .50

= 16.06

This is the tall-pole formula for the expected amount of time a WRA (or SRA) waits for
repair parts. If the waiting times for individual parts are deterministic, the tall-pole formula
gives the exact expected value. If the waiting times for individual parts are stochastic-so
that the column "wait if needed" in Table 1 gives the expected wait if needed-then the
stochastic process yielding the WRA's wait for parts is much more complicated and the tall-
pole formula is approximate. The complication arises because first, the parts required for the
repair are determined stochastically, then waiting times for the needed parts are determined
stochastically, then the WRA's waiting time is determined as the maximum of those waiting
times. As the number of parts on the WRA grows, it becomes much more time-consuming to
compute the expectation of this maximum. The tall-pole formula approximates the exact
computation. The quality and consequences of this approximation are discussed in Appendix
B.

How WRA and part characteristics determine the value of parts. Consider a
hypothe.ical radar antenna composed of two parts, a circuit card and a bolt. Recall the defi-
nition of the value of the next unit of the circuit card:

Junit price of the antenna) x {antenna inductions per day)
x A E(days of AWP time for the antenna,

where A E(days of AWP time for the antenna) is the reduction in the antenna's expected
AWP from adding a unit of the circuit card to authorized stock. The card's value depends on:

* The unit price of the antenna;
* The induction rate of the antenna; and
* How the characteristics of the circuit card and the bolt affect A Efdays of AWP

time for the antenna).

Value is proportional to the unit price of the antenna. Suppose the circuit card and
another part, say, a diode, could each knock one day off the AWP time of, respectively, the
antenna and a converter-programmer. If the antenna and converter-programmer fail at the
same rate, then the Navy benefits more by saving the day on the more expensive WRA.

The induction rate of the antenna and the characteristics of the circuit card and the
bolt have more complicated effects on the value of the next unit of the card. To understand
these effects, consider the tall-pole formula for our hypothetical radar antenna. If the
expected wait for the bolt is longer, the tall-pole formula yields
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E(antenna AWP) = RF(bolt) x E(wait for bolt if needed)
+ (1 - RF(bolt)) x RF(card) x E(wait for card if needed).

If the expected wait for the card is longer, the tall-pole formula yields

E(antenna AWP) = RF(card) x E(wait for card if needed)
+ (1 - RF(card)) x RF(bolt) x E(wait for bolt if needed).

Thus, A E(antenna AWP) =

* RF(card) x A E(wait for card if needed), if the wait for the card is longer, and
* (1 - RF(bolt)) x RF(card) x A E(wait for card if needed), if the wait for the bolt is

longer.

These two formulas show how the value of the card depends on the bolt's characteris-
tics. If the expected wait for the card (given its authorized stock level) is longer than the ex-
pected wait for the bolt (given its authorized stock level), the value of the next unit of the
card does not depend explicitly on the bolt's characteristics. If the expected wait for the bolt
is longer than the expected wait for the card, the value of the card is determined by the bolt's
RF. For example, if the expected wait for the bolt is 30 days and the expected wait for the
card is 25 days, and antennas always need the bolt-that is, RF(bolt) = 1-then the next unit
of the card has zero value, because the antenna waits longer for the bolt than for the card re-
gardless of whether another card is stocked. If only half the antenna jobs need the bolt-
RF(bolt) = 0.5-then the AWP times of the other half of the antenna jobs can potentially be
reduced by reducing the waiting time for the circuit card, so the next unit of the circuit card
has some value.

The effects of the induction rate of the antenna and the circuit card's characteristics
are somewhat more complicated. From the last formula given, the value of the next card is
proportional to:

(Induction rate for antenna) x RF(card) x A E(wait for card if needed).

(Actually, this is true only as long as the expected wait for the card and the expected wait for
the bolt remain in the same order; when the stock of the card increases to the point at which
its expected wait becomes smaller than the bolt's expected wait, the card's value changes dis-
continuously.) The third factor in this expression, A E(wait for card if needed), is determined
by the assumptions made about antenna inductions and OST. For the U assumptions given
in Section 4,

RF(card) x I(antenna) n
AE(wait for card if authorized stock = n) = RF(card) x I(antenna) + 1/EfOST(card)l'

where I(antenna) is the daily induction rate of the antenna and E{OST(card)) is the expected
OST of the card. Thus
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AE(wait for card if needed) =

E(wait for card if authorized stock = n) - E(wait for card if authorized stock = n + 1)

(RF(card) x I(antenna))n

(RF(card) x I(antenna) + 1/E(OST(card)})n + 1'

so the value of the next card is proportional to:

. _r)RF(card) x I(antenna) n+1

(RF(card) x I(antenna) + 1E{OST(card)})

As the authorized stock of the card increases, the value of the next unit decreases-
that is, the marginal return to stocking the card is decreasing. As the expected OST of the
card increases, the value of the next unit of the card increases. The derivative of value with
respect to RF is positive, so the card's value increases with its RF. (The second derivative is
negative, so that the increase in value with RF slows as the RF becomes larger).
Symmetrically, as the antenna's induction rate increases, so does its value. (The second
derivative of value with respect to induction rate is also negative.) If the antenna never
breaks-I(antenna) = 0-or if the antenna breaks but tile circuit card never does-RF(card) =
0-there can be no value to stocking the circuit card. If either the antenna's induction rate or
the card's RF is increased, an antenna job will wait longer each time a circuit card is de-
manded, so the value of the next unit of the card is increased.

Miscellaneous other assumptions. Our method uses other assumptions that may
be important. We assume the following.

* The depot has adequate capacity to repair the WRAs that are scheduled.
* The number of units of a WRA in work is small relative to the total number of

units owned by the Navy. The effect of this assumption is that the induction rate
of WRAs is not affected by the number in the repair pipeline.

* Due-in parts are not used opportunistically, that is, we assume FIFO. In Figure
4, this means the part ordered for demand 1 is used to fill demand 1, even if using
it to fill demand 2 would make a WRA available sooner.

* SRA repair time = process time + AWP time, where process time is unaffected by
the availability of parts.

* No cannibalization.
* No condemnation of WRAs or SRAs.
* UPA is I.
* No common items.

A complete list of assumptions of the long-run methods is given in Appendix B. In Section 4,
we consider three specific probabilistic models for WRA inductions, OST, and demands for
parts for individual WRA or SRA jobs.

As noted above, each individual part follows a queueing process, with the specific pro-
cess depending on the specific probabilistic forms for WRA inductions, OST, and the occur-
rence of part demands for individual WRA or SRA jobs. The new wrinkle in our setup is that
for each WRA or SRA repair job, the AWP time is the maximum across several queues se-
lected stochastically from a larger group of queues, corresponding to the parts of which the
WRA or SRA is composed.
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3. THE SHORT-RUN (OPERATIONAL) PROBLEM

As with our long-run method, the basis of our short-run method is the attribution of
value. For the long-run problem, we attribute value to increments to authorized stock in
terms of the amount they reduce the value of the repair pipeline. For the short-run problem,
we attribute value to supply actions affecting repair parts in terms of their contribution to
aircraft availability over a short time horizon. (An example of a supply action is speeding up
a due-in.) Section 3.1 defines the value of a supply action and Section 3.2 shows how to use
value to efficiently select supply actions. Section 3.3 discusses how to compute value for the
short-run problem. This section parallels Section 2 to emphasize the common ideas.

3.1. DEFINING THE VALUE OF SUPPLY ACTIONS
The stylized view of depot operations underlying our short-run method is the same as

in Section 2.1 and Figure 1. In Section 2.1, however, depot operations were timeless in the
sense that all the related phenomena were assumed to be stable over time. In this section we
focus on a specific time period-say, a two-week period-and on how repair parts affect air-
craft availability at the end of that time period. To do this, we must add some details to the
view of depot operations given in Section 2.1.

Consider a specific WRA, the radar antenna, and the depot at which it is repaired. We
assume that for some time period, say, two weeks, the depot has determined how many an-
tennas it will induct and when it will induct them.' We also assume that enough NRFI an-
tennas will be available to execute this schedule. 2 An example of this would be that the depot
plans to induct six NRFI antennas, on days 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 md 10. Further, we assume that for
each repair part used to fix the antenna, depot materiel managers know how many units are
on the shelf, how many units are due in from the supply system, and when they are due. For
parts ordered under an (S - 1, S) scheme, the number of units on the shelf plus the number of
units that are due in equals the authorized stock level. Under this setup, all supply actions
can be expressed as changes to due-dates of units that are on the schedule or as additions of
units to the schedule. Our short-run method is concerned with evaluating such changes to
the due-in schedule.

We assume that the depot has a fixed number of antennas scheduled for induction on
specific dates over a fixed future period. Let that number of antennas be R. We assume fur-
ther that if the rth antenna on the schedule is repaired in a timely fashion, it makes a par-
ticular contribution, cr, to aircraft availability, and that the total contribution to availability
made by the antennas on the schedule is the sum of their individual contributions.3 The an-
tennas and their contributions to availability are depicted in Figure 7. If the rth antenna
cannot be repaired in a timely way (which we will define shortly), then it does not make a

1The length of this time period is determined, to some extent, by OST. If OSTs are all two days, it makes
little sense to consider a two-week horizon.

2 Our short-run methods were developed to be compatible with a depot induction scheduler called DRIVE
(Distribution and Repair In Variable Environments), described in DRIVE (Distribution and Repair In Variable
Environments): Enhancing the Responsiveness of Depot Repair, RAND, R-3888-AF, 1992, by J.B. Abell, L.W. Miller,
C.E. Neumann, and J.E. Payne, and DRIVE (Distribution and Repair In Variable Environments): Design and
Operation of the Ogden Prototype, RAND, R-4158-AF, 1992, by L.W. Miller and J.B. Abell.

3 1n DRIVE, an antenna's contribution to availability is the difference between log(probability of meeting
aircraft availability goals with this antenna on the schedule) and log(probability of meeting aircraft availability
goals without this antenna on the schedule), where the aircraft availability goals are specified by operating organi-
zations. These ci are determined by aircraft operating tempos, WRA break rates, and beyond-the-capability-of-
maintenance (BCM) rates.
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Sequence of antennas 1 2 3 R-2 R -1 R

Contribution to availability C, C 2  C 3  • CR -2 CR -1 CR

Total contribution to availability = C1 + C2 + C3 + ... + CR-2 + CR-1 + CR

Figure 7-The Antenna Repair Schedule and the Antennas' Contribution
to Aircraft Availability

contribution to aircraft availability. This is depicted in Figure 8: The last two antennas on
the schedule cannot be repaired in time, and so the total contribution to availability made by
the antennas on the schedule is reduced by Cn 1 + CR.

We assume that there is a time t such that if an antenna is in AWP status at time t, it
cannot be fixed soon enough to contribute to aircraft availability. This is depicted in Figure
9: If the necessary parts are not available at time t, the antenna cannot be repaired, shipped
forward, and installed on the aircraft by the operating organization's drop-dead date. Supply
actions yield value by reducing the number of antennas that are in AWP status at time t.

We can now define the value of a supply action. A given state of part supply-that is,
given numbers of parts on the shelf and a given due-in schedule-yields a particular expected
number of antennas in AWP status at time t. A supply action, such as speeding up a due-in,
decreases the expected number of antennas in AWP status at time t. The antennas that are
no longer in AWP status contribute to aircraft availability. The additional contribution to
availability is the value of the supply action.

This can be expressed mathematically. Suppose that for a given state of parts supply,
the expected number of antennas in AWP status at time t is a. Because a will usually not be
an integer, let a = A + d, where A is an integer and d = a - A is between 0 and 1. Suppose

RAN0U5444.-073

Sequence of antennas 1 2 3 . . . R-2 > X

Contribution to availability C, C2  C3  . . . CR -2 X

Now, total contribution to availability = C 1 + C2 + C3 + . . . + CR -2

Figure 8-If Some Antennas Cannot Be Fixed in Time, They Do Not
Contribute to Availability
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Figure 9-Assume There Is a Time t Such That If an Antenna Is in AWP Status at Time t,
It Cannot Be Fixed Soon Enough to Contribute to Aircraft Availability

that a supply action reduces the expected number of antennas in AWP at time t to 0, and by
analogy, let= B + e, where B is an integer and e = -B is between 0 and 1. Then the value
of the supply action is

R-B-1 [R-A-I

ICr + (-e) CR-B I  Cr + ( d)CR-AI,
r=1

which is the increase in the antenna's contribution to availability due to the supply action.
This definition of value depends on the given state of parts supply. Adding a unit of,

say, a circuit card to the due-in schedule, arriving on day 10, will cause different increases in
aircraft availability depending on the state of supply of other parts and of the circuit card
itself. We will discuss this more explicitly in Section 3.3. Also, this definition of value is a
short-run notion. The values of supply actions change over time as the state of parts supply
changes and as the cj are changed by variation in aircraft operating tempos, WRA break
rates, and BCM rates. Thus, the efficiency of a given set of supply actions also changes over
time, so that a set of supply actions that is efficient one week may not be efficient a week
later.

It is possible to define value for the short run as a weighted average of changes in
AWP time, in a direct analogy to the long-run measure of value. We will not describe this al-
ternative definition of value further.

3.2. SELECTING SUPPLY ACTIONS TO MAXIMIZE AIRCRAFT AVAILABILITY
FOR A GIVEN COST

Given this definition of the value of a supply action, it is straightforward to specify an
algorithm for selecting supply actions to maximize aircraft availability.

Step 1. Begin with a particular state of supply and no supply actions.
Step 2. For each supply action under consideration, compute its value (we discuss

how to do this below) and divide by its cost to obtain its rate of return.
Step 3. Select the supply action with the highest rate of return.
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Step 4. Is the total cost of supply actions less than the amount you are willing to
spend? If so, return to step 2; if not, stop.

Step 2 presumes the existence of a collection of possible supply actions, each of which is to be
evaluated. The possible supply actions should involve single parts, or at most a collection of
parts that all go on a single WRA. Apart from this, we have little general guidance to offer.
Step 4 describes stopping the algorithm when a budget constraint is reached, but other crite-
ria could be used to stop the algorithm, for example, a cap on the total number of supply ac-
tions or a minimum aircraft availability. The short-run problem is, like the long-run prob-
lem, a particular instance of the classic knapsack problem, and the algorithm we propose is a
"greedy" algorithm. The short-run problem could be formulated as a finite-stage dynamic
program,4 but for simplicity, we did not do so.

What is the relevant measure of cost? Step 3 of the algorithm uses the cost of the
supply action. By "cost of the supply action," we mean the additional cost incurred by resort-
ing to the supply action instead of allowing ordinary procedures to take their course. If the
depot takes no supply actions, it pays for parts obtained by ordinary means, for example,
shipped under the usual delivery-time standards. If the depot has a part shipped by an ex-
press shipper instead of by the usual carrier, the cost attributable to that supply action is the
difference between the cost of express shipping and the cost of the usual carrier. This differ-
ence is the cost to be used in Step 3.

3.3. COMPUTING THE VALUE OF SUPPLY ACTIONS
We have defined value and an algorithm for selecting supply actions to maximize

value. This section discusses how we have implemented the value measure, becoming more
technical as it proceeds.

Some specific assumptions needed to compute value. We use the same basic
ideas to compute value for the short-run problem as we did for the long-run problem. Thus,
we need assumptions similar to those discussed in Section 2, in particular, regarding:

* When part requirements for a job become known, and when in the repair those
parts are needed;

" How depots replenish authorized stock; and
* Induction of WRA jobs and OST.

For the first two bullets, we use the same assumptions as were used for the long-run method.
We assume that, as soon as a WRA is inducted, the parts needed to repair it are known, that
they are needed immediately, and that replenishment follows an (S - s, S) rule. This replen-
ishment policy has an important implication in the short-run problem: without specific sup-
ply actions by depot personnel, parts that are used for repair will be replenished automati-
cally by the (S - s, S) rule. Thus, if three units of a circuit card are on the shelf or due in, but
the current schedule of antenna repairs requires five units, the last two units will be requisi-
tioned from the supply system through the (S - s, S) rule unless a supply action is made to
order them more promptly.

We assume that the number of WRAs to be inducted during the planning horizon is
specified-previously, we called it R-and that the dates they will be inducted are also speci-
fied. We assume that for each repair part, the depot knows the number of units on the shelf
at time 0, and the number of units due in and their due dates. The formulas given in Section

4See, for example, Ross, Introduction to Stochastic Dynamic Programming, op. cit.
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5 and in Appendix A assume that the due dates and OST are deterministic. This is not nec-
essary, and the derivations will indicate how probability distributions can be introduced.

We make several other assumptions; these are discussed at the end of this section.
Computing the value of a supply action. This computation has fewer distinct

steps than the computation for the long-run methods. For given

* Part characteristics: RFs, OSTs, and (for SRAs) bills-of-material;
* WRA characteristics, summarized in the cr; and
* Available supply actions, represented by their effect on the due-in schedule and

by the cost increment over ordinary supply,

the value of, saN speeding up a due-in of a circuit card on the radar antenna is computed by
the following steps:

1. F I the current state of supply, compute the expected contribution of radar an-
tennas to aircraft availability.

2. Speed up the due-in of the circuit card and recompute the expected contribution
of radar antennas to aircraft availability.

3. The change in expected contribution to availability is the value of speeding up the
due-in.

This description assumes that we can compute the expected number of antennas that will be
in AWP status too late to contribute to aircraft availability. This is discussed in detail in
Section 5 and in Appendix A. The remainder of this section describes the computation in less
detail, to convey some intuition for how it works.

Computing the change in the expected number of antennas that will be in
AWP status too late to contribute to aircraft availability. Recall that the value of a
supply action for antenna parts (from Section 3.1) is

R-B-1

r cr + (-e)CR-B -{ fLCr + (1- d)R.-A
r=1l=

This can be approximated as

C(m) x A Elnumber of antennas in AWP status at time t)

where c(m) is the average of the contributions of the marginal antennas, cRA_ , CRB, and A
Elnumber of antennas in AWP status at time ti is the change in the expected number of an-
tennas that cannot be repaired in time to contribute to aircraft availability.

Consider the value of a supply action affecting a circuit card on the antenna.
Characteristics of the antenna contribute to the value of the supply action through c(m).
Because the specific contribution of antenna characteristics will depend on how the cr are de-
fined, we can speak only in generalities. In general, as the antenna's systemwide stock posi-
tion becomes poorer, c(m) should become larger, so the value of a given supply action will also
become larger. Similarly, c(m) should increase with the break rate of the antehna.
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Characteristics of the circuit card and the other parts on the antenna contribute to the
value of a circuit card supply action through A Efnumber of antennas in AWP status at time
ti. Suppose the antenna has only two parts on it, the card and a bolt. Section 5 shows that

Elnumber of antennas in AWP status at time t}

R

R - Pr (card doesn't keep the rh antenna waiting past time t)
r=1

x Pr (bolt doesn't keep the rth antenna waiting past time t).

Therefore, the change caused by a supply action affecting the card is

A Einumber of antennas in AWP status at time t)

R
Pr (bolt doesn't keep the r th antenna waiting past time t)

x A Pr (card doesn't keep the rth antenna waiting past time t).

where A Pr(card doesn't keep the rth antenna waiting past time t) is the change caused by the
supply action affecting the circuit card. The effect of the bolt is simple: if the bolt's supply
position is worsened, so that each antenna on the schedule is more likely to wait for a bolt
past time t, then a given A Pr(card doesn't keep the rt h antenna waiting past time t) has a
smaller effect on availability and therefore the supply action has lower value. The bolt's
supply position is worsened if either its RF or its OST is increased.

Characteristics of the circuit card have their effect through A Pr(card doesn't keep the
rth antenna waiting past time t). These effects are difficult to explain without deriving this
change in probability, so we defer interested readers to Appendix A. However, value in-
creases with the RF of the card.

Miscellaneous other assumptions. The short-run method uses many of the same
assumptions that were used for the long-run method. In particular, we assume

SRA repair time = process time + AWP time, and only the latter can be affected
by supply actions.

* The depot has adequate capacity to repair the WRAs that are scheduled.
* Due-in parts are not used opportunistically, that is, we assume FIFO.
* No cannibalization.
* No condemnation of WRAs or SRAs.
* UPA is 1.
* No common items.

The short-run methods require some additional assumptions. These include

* The depot has a menu of supply actions.
• For each supply action on the menu, the depot knows what the resulting due date

will be, and how much the supply action will cost.
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These last two assumptions depend on the visibility of previously placed requisitions and on
costing conventions that may be beyond the depot's control. A complete list of assumptions of
the short-run methods is given in Appendix B.

As for the long-run problem, each individual part follows a queueing process. In the
long-run problem, the long-run properties of the queues are of interest, but in the short-run
problem, the short-run properties are relevant.
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4. FORMULAS FOR EXPECTED AWP TIME IN THE LONG-RUN PROBLEM

Section 2 described our method for stocking parts according to value, omitting the for-
mulas for expected AWP times. Expected AWP time is determined by assumptions made
about arrival of WRA jobs, OST, and so on, as discussed in Section 2. In this section, we give
formulas for three sets of such assumptions. Section 4.1 discusses the rationale for having
three sets of assumptions, and Sections 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 give the formulas. Appendix A de-
rives the formulas, and Appendix B lists all of the assumptions underlying these formulas.

4.1. WHY THREE SETS OF ASSUMPTIONS?
We designate the three sets of assumptions by

* No Uncertainty (NU): no uncertainty in anything;,
* Some Uncertainty (SU): the only uncertainty is about which repair parts will be

needed for each job;
Most Uncertainty (U): uncertainty about job inductions, OST, and which repair
parts will be needed for each job.

Why not always use U? U includes assumptions about OST and times between WRA jobs
that may introduce inefficiency if jobs arrive regularly and OST is reliable. Assumptions in-
termediate between SU and U can be specified, for example, including uncertainty about
OST but not about inductions. Appendix A suggests how to derive the needed formulas.
Also, NU may be simpler to use than U, so even if U is more realistic, as it often will be, it
may not be more cost-effective. SU is more complicated than either of the other two. It is
included partly because some users may find it appropriate, but mostly for completeness.

The next three subsections give formulas for expected AWP times for NU, SU, and U.
The specifications for the three sets of assumptions will be displayed in Tables 2-4 so that
they can be compared readily. In all cases, we give formulas for (S -1, S) ordering and (S - s,
S) ordering. We take s as given and do not optimize over it.

4.1. FORMULAS FOR EXPECTED WAITING TIMES UNDER NU ASSUMPTIONS
Recall the setup discussed in Section 2: WRA jobs are inducted for repair; they call for

SRAs and for piece parts that go directly on the WRA; SRAs are repaired, and their repair
consumes piece parts; and piece parts come from in-house stocks or from the supply system.
The NU assumptions about these processes are particularly simple:

Outflow of parts

* Inductions of WRA k occur equally spaced in time at a known rate of Dk per day,
so the time between inductions is 1/Dk days.

* Demands for SRAs occur at equal known intervals determined by their RFs; if p,
is SRA i's RF, then a demand for it occurs regularly, once every 1/(piDk) days.

* Demands for piece parts going directly on the WRA occur at equal known inter-
vals determined by their RFs; if pj is piece part j's RF, a demand for it occurs
regularly, once every l/(pjDk) days.
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Demands for piece parts used to fix SRAs occur at equal known intervals deter-
mined by their RFs and the SRA's RF; if pi is the SRA's RF and q is the RF of
piece part j used to fix it, a demand for piece part j occurs regularly, once every
1/(piqDk) days.

Inflow of SRAs

" SRA repair time = process time + AWP time. Installation of piece parts on SRAs
is included in the process time.

" Process time is known and constant; AWP time is determined by the authorized
stock of the piece parts used to fix the SRA, using a formula given below.

Inflow of piece parts

* The OST for each piece part is known and constant and may be different for dif-
ferent parts.

The assumptions are captured in Table 2.1

Section 4.2.1 gives formulas under the following additional assumptions:

* Piece parts are ordered under an (S - 1, S) policy;
* Repairs of NRFI SRAs begin immediately upon their removal from the WRA.

Section 4.2.2 gives formulas under an (S - s, S) policy and batching of SRA repairs.

Table 2

NU Assumptions

NU SU U
Outflow

WRA job arrival Dk per day

demands for SRA i one every 1/Dkpi days

demands for piece part j
going on WRA one every 1/Dkpjdays

demands for piece part j
going on SRA i one every I/Dkqp i days

process time known and constant

AWP time deterministic
Inflow of Riec Darts

OST for piece part j known and constant

1They yield a D/D/n/FIFO queue for each individual piece part or SRA not repaired locally.
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4 .1. Expected Waiting Times Under (S - 1, 8) Ordering and No Batching of SRA
Repairs

We first show how to compute average AWP time for SRAs; then, we show how to
compute average AWP time for each WRA

Average AWP time for SRAs. We begin by defining some notation and then we give
the formulas. Let the SRAs that go on the WRA be indexed by i; we will consider a generic
SPA labelled i. Let the piece parts that go on SRA i be indexed by j; at first, we will
consider a generic piece part labeled j, and then we will consider all of the piece parts to-
gether. Let the RF of SRA i be p, and let the RF of piece part j--the probability that it is
demanded by a job repairing SRA i-be qj. Let nj be the authorized stock level of piece part j,
and let OSTj be the OST for piece part j. Define the zero-wait quantity

zj = [pixqjxDkxOSTj]+ 1 if pi x qj x Dk x OSTj is not an integer, and
= PixqjxDkxOSTj if pi x qj x Dk x OSTj is an integer,

where [x] means 'the integer part of x." Then the average time that SRA i waits for piece
part j, if it needs it, is

W = max {0,OSTj - nj/(piqjDk)}, (4.2.1)

which is positive when n, < zj and 0 when nj > 2 . To compute the average AWP time for SRA
i, apply the tall-pole formula using Wj and qj:

m

average AWP for SRAi = Wjqjl (1 - qh), (4.2.2)
j=1 h<j

where m is the number of distinct items on SRA i.
Note that the tall-pole formula has a different interpretation here than in Section 2,

because under the NU assumptions there is no uncertainty and hence no probability. The
meaning of the tall-pole formula here is as follows. Imagine a long sequence of SRA jobs.
Piece part demands occur deterministically and evenly spaced in this sequence of SRA jobs,
but at different rates, so each SHA job in the sequence has a known list of needed parts, but
different SRA jobs have different lists. The tall-pole formula averages over the sequence of
SRA jobs. This is why we said "average AWP time" above instead of "expected AWP time."

Actually, this not exact either, because of the discreteness of the NU assumptions. If
an item has an RF of 0.3, it is needed in 3 of every 10 jobs, but 3 demands cannot be spaced
evenly in 10 jobs. However, if the demands are placed in the sequence of SRA jobs in a regu-
lar pattern that has the right average frequency, the tall-pole approximation still holds.

Average AWP time for WRAs. We first give the formula for the average time the
WRA waits for each of its parts if they are needed; then, we show how to compute the aver-
age AWP time for the WRA.

Two kinds of parts go on WRAs: piece parts and SRAs. The average amount of time
the WRA waits for each of its piece parts is computed by a formula like the one given above
for piece parts on SRAs. The average time the WRA waits for piece part j, if it needs it, is

Wj = max (0,OSTj - nj/(pjDk), (4.2.3)
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which is positive when nj < zj and zero when lj a zj, where

Zj = [pj x Dk x OSTj] + 1 if pj x Dk x OSTj is not an integer, and
= pj x Dk x OSTj if pj x Dk x OSTj is an integer.

To get Wi, the expected amount of time the WRA waits for SRA i, replace OST by (SRA i's
process time) + {average AWP for SRA i} in the formula just given. This formula for the ex-
pected time the WRA waits for SRA i introduces a further approximation, which is discussed
in Appendix A.

We have expected waiting times W for the parts that go on the WRA, and plugging
them and the corresponding RFs into the tall-pole formula yields the average amount of time
the WRA waits for parts.

4.2.2. Expected Waiting Times Under (S - s, S) Ordering and Batching of SRA
Repairs

With given stock levels, a job waits longer for parts under (S - s, S) ordering than un-
der (S - 1, S) ordering, because s demands instead of 1 must occur between orders. The av-
erage time the WRA waits for piece part j going directly on it is

W = _ r-n+ sosT n-s+r+l forr-n+s>O, (424s 2pD (4.2.4)

= 0 for r - n + s_< 0,

where the subscripts on n, D, and p have been suppressed and r = min(nj,[pj x OSTj x Dk]).
The zero-wait quantity under (S - s, S) ordering is r + s. For piece part j going on SRA i, re-
place pD in the above formula with piqjDk. If SRA i is repaired in batches of s, replace OST
in the above formula with (SRA i's process time) + (average AWP for SRA i}. This represen-
tation of batching assumes that s batched SRAs can be repaired in the same time as a single
SRA. If this is not true, an appropriate increment must be added to (SRA i's process time) +
(average AWP for SRA i).

The other stages of the calculation described in Section 4.2.1 are unchanged.

4.3. FORMULAS FOR EXPECTED WAITING TIMES UNDER SU ASSUMPTIONS
The SU assumptions differ from the NU assumptions in only one respect: in SU, the

parts needed to fix an NRFI WRA or SRA are not known until the repair job begins, while
under NU, timing of all part demands is known in advance. The SU assumptions are pre-
sented below and compared with NU in Table 3.

Outflow of parts:

Inductions of WRA k occur equally spaced in time at a known rate of Dk per day,
so the time between inductions is 1/Dkdays.

* For each WRA job, a demand for SRA i occurs with probability pi, the RF, inde-
pendent of other parts and jobs.
For each WRA job, a demand for piece part j (which goes directly on the WRA) oc-
curs with probability pj the RF, independent of other parts and jobs.
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For each SRA job, a demand for piece part j used to fix the SRA, occurs with
probability q, the RF, independent of other parts and jobs.

Inflow of SRAs:

" SRA repair time = process time + AWP time. Installation of piece parts on SRAs
is included in the process time.

* Process time is known and constant; AWP time is determined by the authorized
stock of the piece parts used to fix the SRA, using a formula given below.

Inflow of piece parts:

The OST for each piece part is known and constant and may be different for dif-
ferent parts.

SU allows no uncertainty in the WRA induction stream, in OST, or in the process time of
SRAs, but it allows uncertainty about which WRA and SRA jobs will require which parts.
The NU and SU assumptions are summarized in Table 3. 2

Section 4.3.1 gives formulas under the following additional assumptions:

* Piece parts are ordered under an (S - 1, S) policy;
* Repairs of NRFI SRAs begin immediately upon their removal from the WRA.

Section 4.3.2 gives formulas under an (S - s, S) policy and batching of SRA repairs.

Table 3

NU and SU Assumptions

NU SU U
Outfow

WRA job arrival Dk per day Dk per day

demands for SRA i one every 1/Dkpi days for each WRA job,
Pr(demand) = pi

demands for piece part j one every 1/Dkpjdays for each WRA job,
going on WRA Pr(demand) f pj

demands for piece part j one every 1/Dkqjp i days for each SRA job,
going on SRA i Pr(demand) = %

Infl~o ofSR
process time known and constant known and constant

AWP time deterministic stochastic
Inflow of Rico harts

OST for piece part j known and constant known and constant

2The SU assumptions yield a F/D/n/w/FIFO queue for each individual part, where the distribution F is one
in which part demands can occur only on evenly spaced days, but the occurrence of demands is determined by a
Bernoulli random variable.
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4.3.1. Expected Waiting Times Under (S - 1, S) Ordering and No Batching of BRA
Repairs

As in Section 4.2.1, we first show how to compute expected AWP time for SRAs; then,
we show how to compute expected AWP time for WRAs.

Expected AWP time for SRAs. At first, we consider piece part j going on SRA i, and
then we consider all the piece parts together. We use the notation defined in Section 4.2,
with one change. For piece part j going on SRA i, define zj = [Dk x OSTj]. Then the expected
amount of time that SRA i waits for piece part j, if it needs it, is

W = PqJ) (STD-r (1- piq,) r- n ,  (4.3.1)

D r=n n-

where the subscripts on z, D, and n have been suppressed.
The expected AWP time for SRA i is computed using the tall-pole formula with Wj and

qj:

(AWP for SRA i) = J WjqJ(1 - qh), (4.3.2)
j=1 h<j

where m is the number of distinct items on SRA i.
The zero-wait quantity for SU is zj if OST x Dk is an integer, and zj + 1 otherwise. This

is larger than the zero-wait quantity under NU by a factor of approximately 1/(picq). If either
pi or qj is small, this factor can be substantial.

Expected AWP time for WRAs. As before, we first give the formula for the expected
time that the WRA waits for each of its parts if they are needed; then, we say how to compute
the expected AWP time for the WRA.

The expected time that the WRA waits for piece part j going directly on it is computed
by a formula like the one for piece parts going on SRAs. The expected time the WRA waits
for piece part j, if it needs it, is

j . (r 1) jrn
----DJV(OST x D - r) (1 -pj)rn, (4.3.3)

r=n

where the subscripts on z, D, and n have been suppressed. To get Wi, the expected amount of
time the WRA waits for SRA i, replace OST by

ISRA i's process timel + E(AWP time for SRA i)

in the formula just given. This uses the approximation that was introduced in Section 4.2.
We now have expected waiting times Wj for all the parts that go on the WRA; plugging

them and the RFs into the tall-pole formula yields the expected amount of time the WRA
waits for parts.
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4.3.2. Expected Waiting Times Under (S - s, S) Ordering and Batching of SRA
Repairs

The expected time the WRA waits for piece part j depends on whether s < nj or s > nj.
Ifs _ n, the expected time the WRA waits, if it needs piece part j, is

wJ h=n-s+llr=h - )1 )h1.. ~~h 434

where the subscripts have been suppressed on n, D, and p. If s > n, the expected time the
WRA waits is

i[(r- h(1 _ p) - h(OST - )] (s - n)OST + s - s -n-) (4.3.5)

WJ hD +( snOT 2pD 4

where again s .uscripts on n, D, p, and OST have been suppressed. The wait is zero for n _>zj
+ s. For piece p, - ing on SRA i, replace p in the above formulas with qjpi. For SRA i, re-
place OST in ihc -'v formula with ISRA i's process time) + E(AWP for SRA i). This repre-
Itation of batchn.r, assumes that s batched SRAs can be repaired in the same time as a
silgle SRA. If this is not true, an appropriate increment must be added to ISRA i's process
time) + E(AWP for SRA i).

The other stages of the calculation described in Section 4.3.1 are unchanged.

4.4. FORMULAS FOR EXPECTED WAITING TIMES UNDER U ASSUMPTIONS
The difference between U and the other sets of assumptions is that U allows every-

thing to be uncertain, with a specific stochastic structure, as follows.

Outflow of parts

Inductions of WRA k occur in a homogeneous Poisson process: inter-arrival times
are independent and exponentially distributed with constant rate kk (mean inter-
arrival time 1/kk). (Appendix A indicates how to use other distributions for inter-
arrival times.)

* For each WRA job, a demand for SRA i occurs with probability pi, the RF, inde-
pendent of other parts and jobs.

* For each WRA job, a demand for piece part j (which goes directly on the WRA) oc-
curs with probability pj, the RF, independent of other parts and jobs.

* For each SRA job, a demand for piece part j used to fix the SRA occurs with prob-
ability qj, the RF, independent of other parts and jobs.

Inflow of SRAs:

* SRA repair time = process time + AWP time. Installation of piece parts on SRAs
is included in the process time.

* Process time is stochastic with a known expected value.
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AWP time is determined by the authorized stock of the piece parts used to fix the
SRA, using a formula given below.

Inflow of piece parts:

OST for piece part j follows an exponential distribution with rate E (mean OST is
1/), independent of everything else; these rates can vary from part to part.

The three sets of assumptions are summarized in Table 4.3 More general specifications--
e.g., dropping some of the distributional or independence assumptions-might be useful for
simulations, but we do not discuss them here.

Section 4.4.1 gives formulas under the following additional assumptions:

* Piece parts are ordered under an (S - 1, S) policy;
* Repairs of NRFI SRAs begin immediately upon their removal from the WRA.

Section 4.4.2 gives formulas under an (S - s, S) policy and batching of SRA repairs.

4.4.1. Expected Waiting Times Under (S - 1, S) Ordering and No Batching of SRA
Repairs

As before, we first show how to compute expected AWP time for SRAs; then, we show
how to compute expected AWP time for WRAs.

Table 4

NU, SU, and U Assumptions

NU SU U

Outflow
WRA job arrival Dk per day Dk per day Poisson process, rate of

Xk per day
demands for SRA i one every lI/Dkp i days for each WRA job, for each WRA job,

Pr(demand) = Pi Pr(demand) = pi
demands for piece one every 1/Dkpidays for each WRA job, for each WRA job,

part j going on WRA Pr(demand) = Pj Pr(demand) = pj
demands for piece one every 1/Dkqjp i days for each SRA job, for each SRA job,
part j going on SRA i Pr(demand) = qj Pr(demand) = %

Inflow of SRAs
process time known and constant known and constant stochastic with

known expectation
AWP time deterministic stochastic stochastic

Inflow of Riece Darts
OST for piece part j known and constant known and constant exponential distri-

I bution with mean 18,

3The U assumptions yield a MIMn/nFJFFO queue for each individual part or SRA not repaired locally.
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Expected AWP time for SRAs. At first, we consider piece part j, and then we con-
sider all the piece parts together. The expected time that SRA i waits for piece part j, if it
needs it, is

wi piq-k (4.4.1)-- j (piqj~k + 8i

where the subscript on n is suppressed. The expected wait is positive for all authorized stock
levels, reflecting the possibility, however scant, that many jobs arrive, most of them need this
piece part, and that OST is long. To compute the expected AWP time for SRA i, apply the
tall-pole formula using Wj and qj:

m

E(AWP for SRA i) =7 Wj qj fl (1 - qh), (4.4.2)
j=i h<j

where m is the number of distinct items on SRA i.
Expected AWP time for WRAs. As before, we first give the formula for the expected

time the WRA waits for each of its parts if they are needed, then we give the formula for the
expected AWP time for the WRA.

The expected time the WRA waits for piece part j, which goes directly on it, is

W = 1 ( PjXk n  (4.4.3)

which is the formula just given, with piqj replaced by pj. To get Wi, the expected amount of
time the WRA waits for SRA i, replace Sj by

1/( (SRA i's process time) + E(AWP time for SRA i))

in the most recent formula. This uses the approximation that was introduced in Section 4.2.
We now have expected waiting times Wj for all the parts that go on the WRA; plug-

ging them and the RFs into the tall-pole formula yields the expected amount of time the
WRA waits for parts.

4.4.2. Expected Waiting Times Under (S - s, S) Ordering and Batching of SRA
Repairs

The expected time the WRA waits for piece part j depends on whether s _ nj or s > nj.
If s:5 nj, the expected time the WRA waits is

= ! Q nls+1 l-Q P k
1 = s~l- 1-Q for Q= P k (4.4.4)Wi = sj 1_Qpj Xk + 8i'
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and if s > nj, the expected time the WRA waits is

Wi = l-Qn~ 1 s-ni + 1) (4.4.5)
88j 1-Q s1 8,2pk 1

where Q is as above, and the subscript on n has been suppressed. For piece part j going on

SRA i, replace p1 in the above formula with piqj. For SRA i, replace 6 by

1/( ISRA i's process time) + E(AWP time for SRA i) ).

This representation of batching assumes that s batched SRAs can be repaired in the same
time as a single SRA. If this is not true, an appropriate increment must be added to [SRA i's
process time) + E(AWP for SRA i).

The other stages of the calculation described in Section 4.4.1 are unchanged.
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5. FORMULAS FOR THE SHORT-RUN PROBLEM

Section 3 described our method for selecting short-run supply actions to maximize air-
craft availability, omitting the formula for the expected number of units of a WRA in AWP
status at time t. This section gives that formula for the assumptions discussed in Section 3.
We assume that a depot uses (S - 1, S) ordering for piece parts and that repairs of NRFI

SRAs begin as soon as they are removed from the WRA. The formula can be generalized to
(S - s, S) ordering and batching of SRA repairs, but we do not do so here.

For concreteness, we use a particular WRA, the radar antenna. The first step is to
connect E(number of antennas in AWP status at time t) to formulas for individual parts,
which we do in Section 5.1. In Section 5.2, we give formulas for piece parts going directly on
the WRA. In Section 5.3 we give formulas for SRAs and for piece parts going on SRAs.
Appendix A derives the formulas, and Appendix B lists all of the assumptions underlying
these formulas.

5.1. CONNECTING E (NUMBER OF ANTENNAS IN AWP AT TIME t)
TO FORMULAS FOR INDIVIDUAL PARTS

Recall that R antennas are on the repair schedule. Define a random variable Xr taking
the value 1 if the rth antenna on the schedule is in AWP status at time t and 0 if it is not.
Then

R R

E(number of antennas in AWP at time t) = XE(Xr) = XPr(Xr = 1). (5.1.1)
r=1 r=1

The rth antenna is in AWP at time t if one or more of its parts arrives after time t, so

R R

I Pr (Xr = 1) = Pr (some part needed by the rth antenna arrives after time t)
r=l r=1

R
= R - Pr(all parts needed by the rth antenna arrive before time t)

r=1

- R - Pr (part j doesn't keep the r th antenna waiting after time t, (5.1.2)
r=1( I

where the product is over parts going directly on the antenna. The last equality holds be-
cause WRA induction times are fixed and known and parts fail independently.

Part j does not keep the r t h antenna waiting after time t if either of two things hap-
pens: The rth antenna does not need part j, or it does need part j and part j arrives in time.
Thus, by the law of total probability,

Pr(part j doesn't keep the rth antenna waiting after time t)

= Pr(part j doesn't keep the rth antenna waiting after time t I doesn't need part j)
x Pr(doesn't need part j)
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+ Pr(part j doesn't keep the rth antenna waiting after time t I does need part j)
x Pr(does need part j)

=lx(1- pj)
+ Pr(part j doesn't keep the rth antenna waiting after time t I does need part j) x pj,

(5.1.3)

where, as in Section 4, pj is part j's RF. Given the above, we need only formulas for Pr(part j
doesn't keep the rth antenna waiting after time t I does need part j). These are given in
Sections 5.2 and 5.3.

5.2. FORMULAS FOR PIECE PARTS GOING DIRECTLY ON WRAs
First, we define some notation. Let nj be the number of units of part j that are either

on the shelf or due in. Let din, for m = 1, 2,... , nj, be the due dates of the nj units of part j; if
a unit is on the shelf, it has dm = 0. Assign labels to units on the shelf and due in so that d1 -
d2 <. ... !5 dnj. We need to consider cases in which more than nj units of part j are needed to
fix the R antennas on the schedule, so we need the due dates of units that are not on the due-
in schedule at time 0. Because we assume (S - 1, S) ordering, the due date of the (nj + 1 )th
unit is OSTj days after the first demand for part j, the due date of the (nj + 2)th unit is OSTj
days after the second demand for part j, and so on. Demands are stochastic; thus, the due-
dates for the (nj + 1)th and higher units are stochastic. An example of due-dates for part j is
in Table 5. In Table 5, the first two units are on the shelf and the next nj - 2 are due in be-
tween days 3 and 10.

Finally, define the indicator function Itconditioni, where I1condition = 1 if "condition"
is true and 0 if it is false. We use conditions of the form "t > d.", so that Ift > dm) = 1 if dm is
less than t and 0 otherwise.

We can now give the formula for Pr(part j doesn't keep the rth antenna waiting after
time t), where for convenience we have dropped the condition "the rth antenna does need part
j." Ifr !5 nj, Pr(part j doesn't keep the rth antenna waiting after time t) =

rIt > dm 1) p (5.2.1)

Table 5

Due Dates for Part j

m dm
1 0
2 0
3 3

nj 10
nj + I Ist demand + OSTj
n + 2 2nd demand + OSTj
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If r > n, Pr(part j doesn't keep the r& antenna waiting after time t) =

r-1 , ,-1-mi~t > drn+i r -l-pi)

r-i r-,- 0 r' h - 1 r - h (5.2.2)

+mn E p (1-P 1 ) {h~m n , l it > th + OST - (5.2.2)
rn-nl ( -n n

where th is the induction date of the hth antenna, the subscript on n is suppressed, and( :1)

is defined to be 1 if x = -1 and 0 if x > -1. Generalizing these formulas to the case of
stochastic due dates and OST involves replacing It.) with the analogous probability.

5.3. FORMULAS FOR SRAs
We index SRAs by j and use the same notation as in Section 5.2, with one exception.

Consider the case in which more than nj units of SRA j are needed to fix the R antennas on
the schedule. Because we assume (S - 1, S) ordering--that is, as soon as an NRFI SRA is
removed, it is inducted for repair-the due date of the (nj + 1)th unit of SRAj is (process time
of SRA j) + {AWP time of that unit) after the first demand for SRA j. The due date for the (nj

+ 2)a and subsequent units is defined analogously. Let Tj denote the process time of SRAj.
For r : n, the formula for Pr(SRAj doesn't keep the rth antenna waiting after time t) is

identical to expression (5.2.1). For r > n, the formula is more complicated: Pr(SRA j doesn't
keep the r ab antenna waiting after time t) =

n1 m 1)  ., ,
I lit > dml r p(1_pi)

+ I pm~ (lI)-- hh~f+ -~ 1 'Xr h - 1) fQ(h, m)} (5.3.1)
Man lh=m-n+l1

where the subscript on n is suppressed,

fQ(h, m) = Pr(t > th + Tj + AWPh I (m - nj + 1 1bdemand for SRAj occurred on ht] WRA job),
(5.3.2)

th is the induction time of the ht antenna on the schedule, and AWPh is the AWP time of the
unit of SRA j removed from the ht antenna.

The computational formula for Q(h, m) is complicated, but the complication is more a
matter of bookkeeping than computational difficulty, and we offer some suggestions for sim-
plifying the bookkeeping. Now

Pr(t > th + Tj + AWPh I (m - ni + 1)P demand for SRAj occurred on hah WRA job)

(5.3.3)

is the probability that all the parts needed to fix the broken unit of SRA j removed from the
hth antenna arrive before time t - Tj, given that m - Dj demands for SRA j occurred in the
first h - 1 antenna jobs. We approximate this by the following product:
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I {1 -q + qi (h, m - nj)} (5.3.4)

where the product is over all parts i going on the SRA, and '(h, m - nj) = Pr(part i doesn't
keep SRA j waiting I (m - nj + )th demand for SRA j occurred on hth WRA job, the current
SRA needs part i). The approximation that yields this product is discussed in Appendix A.
Let ni = Inumber of units of part i on the shelf at time 0) + (number of units of part i due in at
time 0). The form of T(h, m - nj) depends on whether m - nj < n, or m -n a ni. Ifm - nj < ni,
then T(h, m - nj) =

m- j }m - n i

I lit - Tj > di,a+l a qfi (1 - qi)-nj-a (5.3.5)
a=O a

where di,a+i is the due date of the (a + 1)th unit of part i. This does not depend on h. If m - nj
> ni, Lhen h, m - nj) =

n i  - 1 m - n jm - n j - 8

It - Tj > di,Ja+lm - q (i- qi)
a=0 a

(b-1 Xm-nj-b) E ,h,m - nj b)
rn-nj q n-1m-nj-a- I( a - i ni-1 -.(.6

+ qa (q) b=a-n+ (5.3.6)

where (fj, h, m - nj, b) =

* 0 if b>Y ,

(hm j if -J> h-i, (5.3.7)

(Tijh-i- j ifb<5i < h - 1'

for = max(b, Yji + m - ni - h + 1) and 'y, is the number of antenna jobs with induction times
less than or equal to t - Tj - OSTi.

These expressions for 'Y(h, m - nj) are formidable, but each sum includes just a few
terms. The following approach may help in coding these expressions. For each piece part i
going on SRA j, construct a three-way array with levels corresponding to the index a and
within each level, rows and columns corresponding to m - nj and h, respectively. For each
value of a, then, the array gives a two-way table in m - nj and h, depicted in Figure 10.
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Number of
a

m - n, h-+ 1 2 3 ... R - nj - 1 R - nj entries

0 X X X ... X X 1

1 X X ... X X 2

2 X X X 3

R - n -1 X R - n

Figure 10-Two-Way Array in m - nj and h

The two-way table in m - nj and h is the rectangle enclosed by double lines. The rows
are labeled by values of m - nj and the columns by values of h. Cells containing an X con-
tribute to 'P(h, m - nj). Empty cells do not contribute to (h, m - nj). In the three-way array
of which this is a level, the levels are labelled by a = 0, 1,.. ., R - nj - 1. The rightmost
column, labeled "number of a entries," gives the number of values of a (i.e., levels of the
three-way array in a, m - nj and h) that contribute to 41(h, m - nj), these levels being a = 0, 1,

In .. - nj.

To fill the cells of the three-way array for part i, follow these rules. For levels a < ni,
the contents of the cell in the ath level, (m - nj)th row, ht column is the atJ' term of Expression
(5.3.5). This contribution does not depend on h. For levels a _ ni, the contents of the cell in
the ath level, (m - n)th row, hth column is the ath term of Expression (5.3.6), which does de-
pend on h.

Having filled the cells of the three-way array for part i, 'P(h, m - nj) is computed as fol-
lows. For each part i, sum across the levels of a to yield a two-way table in m - ni and h. We
now have two-way tables for each part i; stack them o form a three-way array with levels
indexed by i. Multiply across the levels of i to yield a two-way table in m - nj and h. This
table contains l(h, m - nj).

The amount of computing required is not as extensive as it may seem. The table con-
taining '(h, m - nj) need not be recomputed after changes to the due-in schedule for SRA j.
If dates of existing due-ins of SRA j are changed, only terms m _< nj in Expressions (5.2.1) and
(5.2.2) are affected. If new units of SRA j are added to the due-in schedule, increasing nj, T
need not be recomputed because it is a function of m - nj, not nj. If a single part i on SRAj is
affected by a supply action, the three-way array for that part must be recomputed but the
three-way array for other parts on the SRA need not. When a part i is affected by a supply
action, only some cells in its three-way array are affected, but it is probably simpler to re-
compute its entire three-way array.
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CONCLUSION

This report describes methods for solving problems of investment and operations re-
lated to parts supply for Naval aviation depots. The presentation of the long-run method fo-
cuses on setting stock levels to minimize AWP times and the value of the repair pipeline, but
the method can be used for many other purposes. For example, it can be used to examine the
effects of reducing OSTs, as compared with the payoff available from other uses of the same
amount of investment. Given the current size of OSTs and procurement lead times in the
Navy, reducing OSTs probably has a larger payoff than more efficient stock levels.

In developing the methods, we made some assumptions that will restrict their useful-
ness. The most important of these are the assumptions that all part needs are known upon
induction of a WRA and that all needed parts are needed immediately. While these assump-
tions will be innocuous for some classes of components, they will be a much greater concern
for items involving substantial processing, such as engines or hydraulic equipment. Some
have argued that our definition of AWP time is appropriate because it measures the extent to
which parts are a constraint on repair and because improving on these assumptions would
require enshrining current repair processes in our algorithm.

Elaborations of the methods presented here are possible at the cost of greater compli-
cation and computing and data requirements.
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Appendix A

DERIVATIONS OF THE FORMULAS IN SECTIONS 4 AND 5

Sections A. 1 through A3 derive the formulas given in Section 4 for the long-run
method. Section A.4 derives the formulas given in Section 5 for the short-run method.

A.1. FORMULAS FOR THE LONG-RUN PROBLEM, UNDER NU ASSUMPTIONS

A.1.1. Under (S - 1, S) Ordering and No Batching of SRA Repairs

We derive the time a WRA waits if it needs piece part j going directly on the WRA,
Expression (4.2.3). We assume (S - 1, S) ordering, so each demand for a unit of part j trig-
gers an order for a unit of part j. Thus, as suggested by Figures 4-6 in Section 2, the current
demand for part j is filled by the unit ordered after the nth previous demand (suppressing the
subscript on n) and the wait for part j is

max(O,OST - (time since the nth previous demand)), (A.1.1)

where the subscript on OST has been suppressed. But a demand occurs every 1/pjD days, so
the time since the nth previous demand is n/pjDk days. This yields expression (4.2.3). An
analogous argument yields expression (4.2.1) for piece parts used to fix SRAs.

The formula for SRA i is derived similarly but uses an additional approximation. The
time the WRA waits for SRA i, if it needs it, is

max(0,{repair time of SRA il - (time since the nth previous demand for SRA i). (A.1.2)

But (repair time of SRA i} = (process time of SRA i} + {AWP time of SRA ii, and because
different units of SRA i need different repair parts, AWP time will vary across units of SRA i.
Thus, the average time the WRA waits for SRA i is the average of expression (A.1.2) across
jobs repairing SRA i. This latter can be approximated by moving the average operator inside
the maximization operator, yielding the formula in Section 4.2.

A.1.2. Under (S - s, S) Ordering and Batching of SRA Repairs

We derive the formula for piece part j going directly on the WRA, Expression (4.2.4).
Recall that if the authorized stock of part j is n units (suppressing the subscript), the current
demand for part j is filled by the unit ordered after the nth previous demand. Under (S - 1, S)
ordering, that requisition was placed after the nth previous demand; under (S - s, S) ordering,
that requisition may not be placed until several more demands have occurred. If the (n + 1)
previous demand triggered an order, then the nth previous demand was the first after the
order, so the order replacing the nth previous demand is placed after the (n - s + 1)th previous
demand. If the (n + 2)t previous demand triggered an order, then the nth previous demand
was the second after the order, so the order replacing the nth previous demand is placed after
the (n - s + 2) previous demand, etc. If s > n, then n - s + m (for 0 < m < s) could be
negative, in which case the order replacing the nth previous demand is placed after the (s - n
- m)h future demand, where the "0th" future demand is the current demand. If we pick a
WRA job at random, as these long-run calculations do, and assume that the job demands
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part j, we do not know whether the nt previous demand was the first, second,... , or s th

demand after the order that preceded it; all s possibilities are equally likely. Thus, the
expected wait is

X (wait I nth previous demand was the mth after the preceding order)
m=1

x Pr(nth previous demand was the mth after the preceding order)

1 (wait I n th previous demand was the mth after the preceding order).

The summand is OST - n/pD-the waiting time if s = 1-plus the amount of time needed for
s - m further demands to occur, which is (s - m)/pD. Thus, the expected wait is

1 max(, OST n sm (A.1.3)-XmxOS- - +(A13
S m=1 pD pD

Define r = min(n, [p x OST x D]), where [x] is "the integer part of x." The summand is
positive for m !5 r - n + s, and if this is used to get rid of the maximum operator in (A.1.3),
some algebra shows (A. 1.3) equal to

r - n+s {OST _ n-s+r+1} (A.1.4)

when r - n + s > 0. When r - n + s_ 0, the sum in (A.1.3) is null and the expected wait is 0.
This gives the zero-wait quantity r + s.

Analogous arguments yield expected waits for SRA i and for piece part j on SRA i.

A.2. FORMULAS FOR THE LONG-RUN PROBLEM, UNDER SU ASSUMPTIONS

A.2.1. Under (S - 1, S) Ordering and No Batching of SRA Repairs
We derive the formula for piece part j going directly on the WRA, Expression (4.3.3).

Suppose the current WRA job needs a unit of part j. Because we assume (S - 1, S) ordering,
the unit satisfying this demand was ordered after the nth previous demand (again,
suppressing subscripts). Under the SU assumptions, the timing of previous demands for part
j is stochastic, but previous demands can occur only on dates on which WRA jobs are
inducted. If the nth previous demand for part j occurred on the rth previous WRA job-where
r _ n because it takes at least n previous jobs to accumulate n demands-then the current
job waits

max(O,OST - r/D) (A.2.1)
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for its unit of part j, suppressing all subscripts. The n th previous demand for part j occurs on
the rth previous WRA job if and only if

" A demand for part j occurs on the r4 previous job, and
" Exactly n - 1 demands occur in the next r - I jobs.

Thus, Pr(nth previous demand for part j occurred on the rth previous WRA job) =

n ) -_ p)-n. (A.2.2)

Thus, the WRA's expected wait for part j is

S r(OST r - 1 P)rD, (A.2.3)
r=n

where the summation includes values of r for which OST > r/D. A simple manipulation yields
Expression (4.3.3).

The formula for piece part j going on SRA i, Expression (4.3.1), follows from an

analogous argument. The formula for SRA i follows by applying the approximation described
in Section A. 1.

A.2.2. Under (S - s, S) Ordering and Batching of SRA Repairs

We derive the formula for piece part j going directly on the WRA, Expressions (4.3.4)

and (4.3.5). By the argument used in Section A.1.2, the expected wait is

- i E(wait I nt previous demand was the mh after the preceding order). (A.2.4)
Sm=l1

The sum in expression (A.2.4) is equal to

nE(wait I the order replacing the n t h previous demand is placed after
h=n-s+l (A.2.5)

the h'1 previous demand).

If n > s, the summand in (A.2.5) is equal to

I E(wait I the h th previous demand was on the rti previous job)
r=h

x Pr(the hth previous demand was on the r th previous job),
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which, by the argument used in Section A.2.1, is equal to

r - p1. (A.2.6)

Expression (4.3.4) follows immediately. If n < s, Expression (A.2.5) is still correct, but its
interpretation changes. For h < 0, the wait is for the order resulting from the (-h)th future
demand, so the expected wait is

OST + E(wait until (- h)t future demand), (A-2.7)

and h = 0 corresponds to the current demand. The time between WRA jobs is 1/1), and a
simple probabilist .c argument shows that the expected number of WRA jobs between
deLnds for part j is l/p, so Expression (A.2.7) equals OST + h/pD. For h > 0, Expression
(A.2.6) still holds, and Expression (4.3.5) follows immediately.

The derivations for piece part j going on SRA i and for SRA i are analogous.

A.3. FORMULAS FOR THE LONG-RUN PROBLEM, UNDER U ASSUMPTIONS

A.3.1. Under (S - 1, S) Ordering and No Batching of SRA Repairs

We give the derivation for piece part j going directly on the WRA, Expression (4.4.3).
Suppose the current WRA job needs part j. Now

E(wait for part j) = 0 x Pr(wait = 0) + E(wait I wait > 0) Pr(wait > 0),

so wc need to derive E(wait I wait > 0) and Pr(wait > 0).
First, to derive E(wait I wait > 0). If part j has authorized stock of n units, the unit

that fills the current demand was ordered after the nth previous demand for part j. Let T be
the time back to the nth previous demand. The waiting time is the excess of OST-which has
an exponential distribution with rate 6j--over T, which has probability density fiT), which we
will specify later. Therefore

E(wait I wait > 0)

= JE(wait I wait > 0,T) frT)dT
0

= JE(OST-T I OST > T,T)f(T)dT (A.3.1)
0

- 1
J fT) dT, by the memoryless property of the exponential distribution

= 1/8j, for all densities f(T).
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Now we derive Pr(wait > 0). By a similar argument,

Pr(wait > 0) = Pr(OST > T)

J Pr(OST > T I T)f T)dT
0

= i exp(- 8j T) fAT) dT (A.3.2)
0

because OST follows an exponential distribution. Expression (A.3.2) is the characteristic
function of T evaluated at i j, where i is the solution to i 2 = -1. T is the sum of the n times
between the n last demands, and by a standard result in probability theory, the
characteristic function of the sum of independent random variables is the product of the
characteristic functions of the summands. Thus, Pr(wait > 0) can be obtained for arbitrary
distributions for the times between inductions of WRAs. (Presumably one would want
distributions with closed-form characteristic functions.)

In Section 4.4, we assumed that times between WRA inductions had an exponential
distribution with rate X (suppressing the subscript), so T has density function

(J) )nTn-I exp(- pjXT)

r(n)

for T > 0, where r(n) is the gamma function evaluated at n. This standard result can be
obtained by summing n exponential random variables with rates pjX. Some calculus yields
expression (4.4.3).

It is easy to change the assumption that inter-arrival times for WRA jobs are
exponential but much more difficult to change the assumption that OST has an exponential
distribution. Doing so changes Equations (A-3.1) and (A.3.2), generally yielding more
complicated integrals. Also, if OST does not have an exponential distribution, a substantial
restriction is placed on the class of distributions ofT for which Pr(wait > 0) has a closed form.

The argument for the formula for piece part j going on SRA i is almost identical. For
SRA i, the expression given in section 4.4 is obtained using the approximation introduced in
Section A- 1.

A.3.2. Under (S - s, S) Ordering and Batching of SRA Repairs

Expressions (4.4.4) and (4.4.5) follow by an argument analogous to the one given in
Section A.2.2.

A.4. FORMULAS FOR THE SHORT-RUN PROBLEM
This section derives formulas for Pr(part j doesn't keep the rth antenna waiting after

time t I the rth antenna needs part j). Section A.4.1 derives Expressions (5.2.1) and (5.2.2)
for piece parts going directly on the antenna. Section A.4.2 derives Expression (5.3.1) for
SRAs going on the antenna and derives subsidiary formulas for piece parts gcing on SRAs.
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A.4.1. Piece Parts Going Directly on WRAs

Consider a piece part j, let Z be the event "part j doesn't keep the rth antenna waiting
after time t," and suppress the conditioning event "the rt h antenna needs part j" for
convenience. We need a formula for Pr(Z). By the law of total probability, Pr(Z) =

Pr(Z I m demands for part j in first r - I jobs)
m=0

x Pr(m demands for partj in first r - 1 jobs). (A.4.1)

Pr(m demands for part j in first r - 1 jobs) is rm 1)pm(l - pi)r - l -m, the binomial

distribution. Deriving Pr(Z I m demands for part j in first r - 1 jobs) is more complicated. If r
_ nj, then the current demand for part j will necessarily be filled by a unit that was either on
the shelf or due in at time 0. If there were m demands for part j in the first r - 1 antenna
jobs, the current demand will be filled by the (m + 1)th unit, on day dmi. In that case, the
event Z occurs if dm+ < t and does not occur if dm.l > t, so Pr(Z I m demands for part j in first
r - 1 jobs) = It > din1l, and expression (5.2.1) follows immediately.

If r > nj but m, the number of previous demands for part j, is less than nj, the current
demand will be filled by a unit that was either on the shelf or due in at time 0. so the
argument in the last paragraph yields Pr(Z I m demands for part j in first r - 1 jobs) = It >
dm+ 1 for m < nj. Ifr > nj and m _ i, the current demand for part j is filled by the unit
ordered after the (m - nj + 1)th demand for part j. Because the parts needed to fix each
antenna are stochastic, the (m - nj + 1)th demand for partj occurs stochastically and the part
that will fill the current demand arrives OST days later. By another application of the law of
total probability (and using abbreviated notation), Pr(Z I m previous demands) =

Pr(Z Im previous demands, (m - n + 1) h demand was on hth antenna job)
h=1

x Pr(m previous demands, (m - n + 1)th demand was on hthantenna job), (A.4.2)

where the subscript on n has been suppressed. As in the earlier arguments,

Pr(Z I m previous demands, (m - n + 1) demand was on hth antenna job)

= Ift > OST + th),

where th is the induction time of the hth antenna job. The event "m previous demands,
(m - n + 1)t demand was on hth antenna job" occurs if and only if

* m - nj demands for part j occur in the first h - 1 antenna jobs,
* a demand for part j occurs on the hth antenna job, and
e nj - 1 demands occur in the r - h - 1 jobs between the hth job and the (r - 1)th job.

This yields Expression (5.2.2). The limits on h in the summation in that expression follow
from the need to have h - 1 > m - nj and r - h - 1 > nj - 1. If nj = 0, this derivation works if
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(Xl) is defined to be 0 if x > -1 and 1 if x = -1. (If the binomial coefficient is expressed as a

ratio of gamma functions, this convention follows by a limiting argument.)

A.4.2. SRLAs and Piece Parts Going on SRAs

The derivation of Pr(Z)-that is, Pr(SRA j doesn't keep the rth antenna waiting after
time t I the rth antenna needs SRA j)-is identical to the derivation for piece parts, up to the
derivation of Expression (5.2.1) covering the case r -< nj. For r > n, the argument for piece
parts holds for SRAs except that Pr(Z I m previous demands for SRA j, (m - n + 1 )th demand
was on hth antenna job) is now determined by the completion of the repair of the NRFI SRA
that was removed from the h th antenna. But the event

"SRA j doesn't keep the rth antenna waiting after time t I m previous demands for SRA j,
(m - nj + 1 )th demand was on hth antenna job"

is the same as the event

"t > th + AWPh + Tj I m previous demands for SRA j,
(m - nj +1 )th demand was on hth antenna job,"

where th is as above, Tj is the process time of SRA j, and AWPh is the AWP time of the unit of
SRA j removed from the hth antenna. These two events are the same because the unit of SRA
j removed from the hth antenna becomes available to the rth antenna at th + AWPh + Tj: th is
the time it is removed from the hth antenna and enters repair, AWPh is the time it waits for
parts, and Tj is its processing time. The equivalence of these two events yields Expression
(5.3.1).

Now to derive KI(h, m). Abbreviating the notation slightly, Ql(h, m) =

Pr(t > th + AWPh + Tj I m previous demands, (m - nj + 1P demand was on hth antenna job)
(A.4.3)

This is equal to

Pr (all parts arrive before t - Tj I m previous demands,

(m - nj + 1) th demand was on htantenna job)

= Pr (last part arrives before t - Tj I m previous demands,

(m - ni + V)t demand was on h th antenna job).

= Pr (last part arrives before t - Tj I Q, C) Pr(C I Q) (A.4.4)
C

where Q is the conditioning event "m previous demands, (m - nj + 1)P demand was on hth

antenna job," C is a configuration of m - nj demands for SRA j in the first h - 1 antenna jobs,
and the sum is over all such configurations C. We were able to avoid this last sum for piece
parts going directly on WRAs (in Section A.4.1) because we knew the antenna induction
times, but here we do not know when the SRA inductions occur; SRAs are inducted
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immediately after being removed from antennas, and we do not know which antennas will
have NRFI SRAs. However, given a configuration C of m - nj demands for SRA j in the first
h - 1 antenna jobs, it follows that

X, Pr(last part arrives before t - Tj I Q, C)Pr(C I Q)
C

- r Pr~partidoesn't keepthe SA waiting past t- Tj IQ,C)} (A-4.5)

where the product is over all parts on the SRA. This result follows because given Q and C,

demands for parts to repair SRA j are independent and all h - 1 configurations C of

m - nj demands for SRA j in the first h - 1 antenna jobs are equally likely. This expression
for Q (h, m) is exact. Our approximation follows if the summation over C and the product
across i are exchanged, and '(h, m - nj) is defined to be

1
h  1) Pr(part i doesn't keep the SR A waiting past t - Tj I Q, C, SRA needs part i).

(A.4.6)

This approximation is exact if Pr(part i doesn't keep the SRA waiting past t - Ti I Q,C) does
not depend on C. As will be seen below, this occurs ifm - nj < -, i.e., all parts used to fix the
SRA are drawn from stocks on the shelf or in the due-in pipeline at time 0.

We now need to derive Expressions (5.3.5) and (5.3.6), the computing formulas for
P(h, m - n). Recall that we are considering whether the unit of SRA j removed from the hth

antenna waits for piece parts past t - Tj. This unit will satisfy the (m + 1 )th demand for SRA
j; nj demands for SRA j were satisfied off the shelf or from units due in at time 0, so m - nj
units were repaired previously. Thus, derivation of P(h, m - nj) is similar to the derivation
in Section A4.1. Define the event Z to be "the SRA removed from the hth antenna is not
delayed past t - Tj by part i I C, Q, and that SRA needs part i"; we want Pr(Zi). By the
argument in Section A.4.1, if m - nj < n,-that is, the number of units of part i on the shelf or
due in at time 0 exceeds the number of previous jobs repairing SRA j-thep .e demand for
part i for the hth job will necessarily be satisfied by a unit of part i that :. -s either on the
shelf or due in at time 0. Therefore, the availability date of that unit depends only on the
number of previous demands for part i, not on their timing; so it does not depend on the
configuration C of previous demands for SRA j, only on their number. Expression (5.3.5)
follows immediately.

Now suppose m - nj ni. If a, the number of previous demands for part i, is less than
ni, the current demand for part i will be filled by a unit that was either on the shelf or due in
at time 0, so the argument used in the last paragraph yields the first summation in
Expression (5.3.6). That leaves m - nj ni and a > ni; by the argument used before, the
current demand for part i is filled by the unit ordered after the (a - ni + 1)th demand for part
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i. The (a - ni + 1 )th demand for part i occurred stochastically in one of the first m - nj jobs
repairing SRA j, so its timing depends on when those m - nj jobs commenced-which, by
assumption, are the times that those NRFI SRAs were removed from their antennas. Thus,
the second term of Expression (5.3.6) depends on the configuration C of the first m - nj
demands for SRA j in the first h - 1 antenna jobs. Fix the configuration C and apply the
argument that was used to derive Expressions (5.2.2) and (5.3.1), using b as the index of
summation, analogous to h in Expressions (5.2.2) and (5.3.1). Reversing the order of
summation of a and b yields Expression (5.3.6), where --(Ty , h, m - n, b) is the number of
configurations C for which the bth SRA demand (generating the (a - ni + 1)th demand for part
i) occurred before t - Tj - OSTi.

Finally, we derive the expression for -(TE , h, m - n, b), which is the number of ways of
placing m - nj SRA demands in h - 1 antenna jobs, in such a way that b of the SRA demands
occur before t - Tj - OSTi. Let y, be the number of antenna jobs with induction times less
than or equal to t - Tj - OSTi. We need the number of ways of placing m - nj SRA demands
in h - 1 antenna jobs so that the bth demand occurs no later than the Tyth antenna job. If b >

y4, clearly E = 0. If' %> h - 1, then all (h - 1) ways to place the SRA demands have the bth

demand occurring before the YTh antenna job. So assume b yj < h - 1. Then E is the
number of ways to place at least b SRA demands in the first 'y4 antenna jobs, with the
remaining demands being placed in the last h - T, - 1 antenna jobs. This yields Expression
(5.3.7).

Probabilistic OST changes the derivation of -. Instead of being the number of ways of
placing m - nj SRA demands in h - I antenna jobs, in such a way that b of the SRA demands
occur before t - Ti - OSTi, - is I Pr(t - Tj > OSTi + tb), where the sum is over configurations
C and rb is the time of the bth demand for SRAj.
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Appendix B

ASSUMPTIONS UNDERLYING THE LONG-RUN AND SHORT-RUN METHODS

Section B.1 presents the assumptions of the long-run method and discusses what we
know of their effects. Section B.2 presents the assumptions of the short-run method.
Because we have not tested the short-run method, our discussion of the effects of the
assumptions is short.

B.1. ASSUMPTIONS FOR THE LONG-RUN PROBLEM

B.1.1. List of Assumptions

The following list categorizes the assumptions for the long-run method according to
their function.

Definitions:

* The depot is at arm's length financially with all its suppliers.
* Time homogeneity (steady-state).
* To define AWP time:

- all part needs are known at induction
- all needed parts are needed at induction.

* Cost is the sum of the unit prices of authorized stock.
* WRA and SRA turnaround time = AWP + process time, with part installation time

included in process time.
* SRA repairs require only piece parts.

For ease of computation:

* The tall-pole approximation.

Data availability:

* Accurate bills-of-material, including RFs for piece parts and SRAs.

To facilitate inventory theory:

" The depot has adequate repair capacity (infinite servers).
" The induction rate of a WRA is independent of the number of units in the repair

pipeline.
* No condemnations of SRAs or WRAs.
* No common items.
* No cannibalization.
* FIFO (service in order of arrival).
* WRA inductions and OST are stochastically independent.
" UPA is 1.
* (S - s, S) ordering.
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" Induction of WRA jobs:
- NU and SU: evenly spaced and deterministic
- U: homogeneous Poisson process.

" OST from the supply system:
- NU and SU: constant and deterministic
- U: exponential distribution.

* Demands for parts to fix WRAs and SRAs:
- NU: a deterministic fraction of WRA or SRA jobs
- SU and U: Bernoulli, where the probability a part will be demanded in a

job is its RF and parts are independent of one another.

B.1.2. Discussion of the Effects of the Assumptions

As noted in the main body of the report, perhaps the most important assumptions are
that all part needs are known upon induction and that all needed parts are needed
immediately. The second assumption dearly increases AWP time: if a part is not needed
until day 10 and arrives on day 9, it will contribute nothing to AWP time in reality but will
contribute 9 days in our computation. The effect of the first assumption is to decrease AWP
time: if a part takes 10 days to deliver and it is ordered on day 1, it will arrive sooner than if
the need for it were discovered on day 5, it were ordered then, and it took 10 days to deliver.
We have not been able to test the effect of these two assumptions, but we believe it is the
most important potential defect of the long-run method.

The cost assumptions are discussed in Section 2. Except for systems that are just
moving to organic depot repair, the cost assumptions will tend to understate the cost of
authorized stock and overstate the benefits. Nonetheless, as an index for comparing parts,
the rate of return should still be appropriate.

We do not know the effect of inaccuracy in the bills-of-material or RFs.
The "no cannibalization assumption" will tend to increase the value of cannibalizable

parts. Although we have not done so, it should be straightforward to permit cannibalization,
by this device: if n parts on a WRA cannot be cannibalized and m parts can, the m parts can
be treated as a single super part, which is available when one unit of each of the m parts is
available. Permitting condemnations should also be straightforward. (S - s, S) ordering
seems innocuous. We have worked around the "no common items" assumption by creating
dummy items for each WRA a common item is used to fix. The effect of this workaround is
unclear. On one hand, it could increase the value of a common item (and thus increase its
authorized stock) because its units cannot be used as flexibly as they would be in reality. On
the other hand, it could decrease a common item's value because each WRA the common item
is used to fix has a lower demand rate than do all of those WRAs combined.

The other miscellaneous assumptions will be hard to avoid, and their effects are
unclear.

The tall-pole formula and assumptions about induction of WRA jobs and OST.
Two things make the tall-pole formula difficult to avoid. First, for the U assumptions, the
stochastic timing of WRA inductions induces a correlation in the timing of demands for parts.
Thus, waiting times for individual parts are correlated, which complicates the derivation of
the expected value of the maximum waiting time. For the SU assumption, this problem does
not affect piece parts or SRAs going on WRAs, because the WRAs are inducted at fixed,
known times, but it does affect piece parts used to fix SRAs. The second problem is that even
if waiting times for parts were not correlated, the exact expected value of the maximum
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waiting time is easy to write down but takes a long time to compute. Without the tall-pole
formula, we saw no practicable way to proceed.

There are two distinct concerns:

* How much does the tall-pole formula understate expected AWP time?
" How much does it affect evaluation of investments?

We have paper-tested the effect of the tall-pole formula and the assumptions about WRA
inductions and OST. This section describes those tests, the results of which are quite
positive, as far as they go.

How much does the tall-pole formula understate expected AWP time? The
tall-pole formula approximates E( max{X 1, X2,... ., Xm) ) by max{ E(X1), E(X2),... , E(X.) 1,
where X is 0 if part i is not needed and is part i's stochastic waiting time if it is needed, and
m is the number of items on an SRA or WRA. It is easy to show that the tall-pole formula is
never greater than the exact formula and that it understates E(AWP) more for larger m or as
the variances of the Xs increase. Apart from this, we have little specific information about
how the tall-pole formula understates expected AWP time.

We conjecture that this understatement has an important consequence: Because the
value of a piece part used to fix an SRA is expressed through E(AWP) for the SRA, piece
parts used to fix SRAs will be undervalued. If the approach described here were extended to
lower levels of indenture, each lower level of indenture would be penalized successively more
because each level of indenture is aggregated by the tall-pole formula. Unfortunately, the
paper tests described below did not test this aspect of the tall-pole formula.

It should be possible to alter the tall-pole formula to reduce this problem, although we
have not done it. One approach would be to use a fudge factor 'I such that E(AWP) - T T,
where T is the approximate expected AWP from the tall-pole formula. The fudge factor 'P
could be obtained by using simulations to get "exact" values of E(AWP) and then doing a
linear regression of E(AWP)/T on things like the number of items, the variance of their
waiting times, and their RFs.

How much does the tall-pole formula affect evaluation of investments? We
examined this issue for a simplified version of the long-run problem in which WRAs have
only piece parts on them. (Thus, the paper tests to follow do not provide information about
how much the tall-pole formula understates the value of piece parts used to fix SRAs.) We
did two separate paper tests.

First, we computed "exact" optimal sequences of stockage decisions-i.e., decisions at
each iteration of the stockage algorithm-using Monte Carlo simulation, because genuinely
exact calculations are impractical. 1 For a set of WRAs to be described below, we computed
the efficiency of the decisions made by the tall-pole formula relative to the decisions made
using "exact" expected AWP times.2 The set of WRAs was created from two years of data
from the Naval Industrial Materiel Management System (NIMMS). We used 73 WRAs on
the AWG-9 radar and:

1This work was done by Jeffrey Stein.
2Efficiency is the saving in expected AWP time caused by the stockage decision made by the tall-

pole computation, divided by the saving in expected AWP time caused by the best selection the greedy
algorithm could have made, according to the simulation.
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" Used as RFs the number of demands divided by the number ofjobs;
" Used as waiting times the average of the waits in the NIMMS file;3

" Used unit prices from the NIMMS records.

The results were encouraging. For most of these 73 WRAs, the tall-pole formula's
efficiency exceeded 0.95 for the entire sequence of stockage decisions. For a few WRAs, the
tall-pole's efficiency was lower for the early stockage decisions but still exceeded 0.8. The
tall-pole formula was inefficient for four WRAs, all of which had two or more parts with RF pi
= 1 and sharing the maximum Wi. In such situations, the tall-pole formula gives zero return
for all parts and does not stock anything. Several heuristics avoid this problem, but we
cannot recommend any as clearly the best. Here are two:

* Stock one unit of each of the parts having pi = I and the largest Wi; or
* Reduce the pi to something like 0.999.

The second paper test of the effect of the tall-pole formula is described in MR-313-
A/USN, An Approach to Understanding the Relative Value of Parts, by M.K Brauner, J.S.
Hodges, and D. Relies, forthcoming, and will be summarized here. We applied the long-run
method to all WRAs in the 11 SMICs with the most activity in a NIMMS data set covering
three years at three NADEPs. We also used the NIMMS data set to construct bills-of-
material and to estimate WRA induction rates, expected OSTs, and RFs. The estimation
methods we used are discussed in Brauner, Hodges, and Relles, op. cit.

We did the following assessment for each SMIC. We began with zero authorized stock
of repair parts for the WRAs in the SMIC, then we constructed ranked lists of several
thousand increments to authorized stock, using the U assumptions. We defined "baseline"
authorized stock by cutting off the ranked list so that the resulting expected AWP time
approximately matched the AWP time observed in the data. (We computed expected AWP
time using the non-parametric simulation to be described below.) We then defined
"treatment" authorized stock levels to be the baseline stock plus the next 1000 units on the
ranked list of increments to authorized stock. We then computed the rate of return for
treatment over baseline using

" The return computed by our methods (using the tall-pole and the U assumptions),
* The return estimated from a parametric simulation (described below), and
" The return estimated from a non-parametric simulation (described below).

Both the parametric and non-parametric simulations represented induction of WRA
jobs, requisitions for parts, servicing of requisitions from depot stocks or from the supply
system, and replenishment of depot stocks. The parametric simulation did so using a
stochastic model identical to the U assumptions except without SRA repair. The parameters
needed to run this simulation were estimated from the NIMMS data. The non-parametric
simulation used the NIMMS data more directly: it used

3These waiting times do not describe the behavior of the supply system because they are
affected by the stockage policy used by the depots from which the data were obtained. However, for the
present purpose, they are adequate.
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" The induction date (actually, the date of the first requisition) ef each WRA job,
" The parts requisitioned, and
" The time the supply system took to service requisitions. 4

The parametric and non-parametric simulations test different aspects of our methods.
Both used the same definition of AWP time as our methods, so that key definition was not
tested. The parametric simulation followed the U assumptions, so it was a pure test of the
effect of the tall-pole formula. The non-parametric simulation was more demanding in that it
did not follow the U assumptions regarding induction of WRA jobs and OST.

Again, the results are encouraging. For the 11 SMICs, the three computations
produced similar rates of return aggregated to the SMIC level and disaggregated to the WRA
level. Thus, although the tall-pole formula understates the AWP time, it does not seem to
bias the computation of the change in AWP time arising from changes in authorized stock.

B.2. ASSUMPTIONS FOR THE SHORT-RUN PROBLEM

B.2.1. List of Assumptions

The following list categorizes the assumptions for the short-run method according to
their function.

Definitions:

" Each unit on the WRA repair schedule makes a known contribution to aircraft
availability at a specified time; the contributions of different units are additive.

" To define AWP time:
-all part needs are known at induction
-all needed parts are needed at induction.

" WRA and SRA turnaround time = AWP + process time, with part installation time
included in process time.

* SRA repairs require only piece parts.

For ease of computation:

* The approximation in Expression (5.3.4).

Data availability:

* Accurate bills-of-material, including RFs for piece parts and SRAs.
* A menu of available supply actions.
• Costs of supply actions.
" The current supply position: for each part, the number on-shelf and the due-in

schedule.
" For each WRA, on-aircraft installation time, forward shipping time, and process

time.

4Actually, only about 40 percent of requisitions in the NIMMS data were serviced directly from
the supply system and had real service times. The other requisitions were serviced from NIF stores,
and we imputed system service times for them by making a draw from a probability distribution
estimated from requisitions that were serviced by the supply system.
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To facilitate inventory theory:

" The depot has adequate repair capacity (infinite servers).
" The induction rate of a WRA is independent of the number of units in the repair

pipeline.
• No condemnations of SRAs or WRAs.
* No common items.
* No cannibalization.
* FIFO (service in order of arrival).
• WRA inductions and OST are stochastically independent.
* UPA = 1.
* (S - s, S) ordering.

Induction times of WRA jobs are specified.
* OST from the supply system is constant and deterministic.
* Demands for parts to fix WRAs and SRAs are Bernoulli; the probability a part will

be demanded in a job is its RF; parts are independent of one another.

B.2.2. Discussion of the Effects of the Assumptions
We have not paper-tested the short-run method, so we know little about the effects of

the assumptions. As with the long-run method, we believe that the assumptions used to
define AWP time are important, and their effects are unknown. Data requirements are
greater for the short-run methods, but as with the long-run methods, we do not know the
effects of degraded data. The comments made in Section B.1.2 regarding the miscellaneous
assumptions should hold for the short-run problem as well.


